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SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
NOTE: The following section includes all questions and the related table of responses. There may be a general description
of the responses, however, no analysis is conducted.
The CTCDD 2022 Review survey was available online from February 4, 2022, to March 11, 2022. During this time, 996
respondents answered the following questions:

1. Are you a resident of the Town of Flower Mound? (Required)
Flower Mound Resident
Non-Flower Mound Resident
Grand Total

Responses
962
34
996

%
97%
3%
100%

2. To your best judgement, what area of Flower Mound do you live in?
Please note, if a respondent answered they do not live in Flower Mound, this question was not asked.
Area 1 (Blue) - Western border of Flower Mound to Marshall Creek
Area 2 (Green) - Marshall Creek to Lusk Lane/Flower Mound Road/Simmons Road
Area 3 (Orange) - Lusk Lane to the Town's eastern boundary
Area 4 (Teal) - Flower Mound Road to the Town's eastern boundary
Area 5 (Red) - Simmons Road to the eastern border of Flower Mound
Grand Total

Responses
84
522
160
127
69
962

%
9%
54%
17%
13%
7%
100%

Image 1: Map of areas used to help respondents answer question 2.
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3. What neighborhood do you live in within Area 2/Cross Timbers? (Required)
Those who stated they lived in ‘Area 2/Cross Timbers’ were asked this additional question. The purpose of this question
is to understand stakeholder opinions within the CTCDD. Of the 522 respondents who stated they live within ‘Area 2’, 451
respondents stated they live within the CTCDD.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

1

Subdivision Name
Hidden Valley Country Estates
Not Shown/Don't live in the Cross Timbers 1
Franklin Hills Addition
The Estates at Tour 18
The Vineyard
Chimney Rock
Red Bud Point Development
Not Sure
Immel Estates
Lost Canyon Estates
Coeur Du Lac
Townlake
Montalcino Estates
Shiloh Ranch Estates
The Landing
Roanoke Hills Addition
Bolo Point/Bolo Point East
Lake Hills Estates
Kensington Park Estates
North Shores Estates
High Road Ridge
High Meadow
Country Oak Estates
Woodridge Estates
Hickory Springs Addition
Cardinal Estates
Hillside of Flower Mound
Lost Creek
Post Oak/Post Oak West
Powdermaker Ranch Addition
Chateau Du Luc
Hidden Acres Estates
Green Meadows Estates
Oak Valley Estates
Todd Addition
Gavitt Addition
MEP & PRR
North Ridge Estates
Beckham Addition
CNIK Addition
Red Bud Acres
M Bar E Addition
Red Rock Addition
Cummings Family Farm
Sandy Shores Estates
CMP Family Addition
Grand Total

Zoning
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family 10
Agriculture
Single-Family Estate
Conservation Development
Single-Family 10
Agriculture
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family Estate
Cluster Development
Conservation Development
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Single-Family 10
Single-Family 15
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Agriculture
Single-Family 15
Conservation
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family 15
Single-Family Estate
Cluster Development
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Agriculture/Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Single-Family Estate
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Single-Family Estate
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture

Respondents may either live on property outside of the CTCDD or on property within the CTCDD that is not platted.

Responses
76
50
37
29
27
25
21
21
20
16
15
15
14
12
12
11
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
522
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4. Would you like to read more about conservation development before continuing?
No
Yes
Grand Total

Responses
493
481
974

5. Would you like to read more about the current conservation development regulations for the Town?
Respondents who answered ‘Yes’ to the previous question was asked this question.
No
Yes
Grand Total

Responses
40
430
470

6. What type of development is most appropriate within the CTCDD? (Select a choice to read more 2)
Flexible single-family lot sizes (average 0.7-acres) with conserved land
Minimum 1-acre single-family lots with conserved land
Large single-family lots (2-acre minimum)
Other 3
Grand Total

%
17%
49%
26%
8%
100%

Responses
167
483
262
76
988

7. Would you consider the other types of development from the question above to be inappropriate
within the CTCDD?
Yes
No
Other 4
Grand Total

Responses
501
411
62
974

%
51.4%
42.2%
6.4%
100%

8. Please provide a brief statement explaining why the other types of development from the question
above are inappropriate within the CTCDD.
See appendix A, page 11, for all 386 statements.

9. How interested are you in incentivizing Conservation Development?
Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not at all interested
Don't know
Grand Total

See appendix B, page 61, for images.
See appendix A, page 8, for ‘Other’ responses.
4
See appendix A, page 9, for ‘Other’ responses.

Responses
258
294
298
114
964

%
27%
30%
31%
12%
100%

2
3
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10. How interested are you in allowing recreation activities (Town Parks) as an allowable use within
open space?
Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not at all interested
Don't know
Grand Total

11.

Responses
359
371
219
40
989

%
36%
38%
22%
4%
100%

Select all types of public recreation that would be appropriate within the CTCDD.

Soft surface trails (decomposed granite)
Equestrian trails/trailheads
Mountain bike trails
Playgrounds
Fishing piers
Restrooms
Concrete Trails
Dog park
Parking
Pavilion(s) with grill(s)
Disc golf course
Camping grounds
Playing fields (soccer, softball/baseball, football)
Playing courts (tennis/basketball/volleyball)
Other 5

Responses % of Respondents (772)
564
73%
437
57%
442
57%
377
49%
338
44%
301
39%
295
38%
281
36%
206
27%
211
27%
209
27%
199
26%
192
25%
169
22%

12. How interested are you in allowing outdoor lighting in association with public recreation activities
within the CTCDD?
Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not at all interested
Don't know
Grand Total

5

See appendix A, page 37, for ‘Other’ responses.

Responses
124
288
290
26
728

%
17%
40%
40%
4%
100%
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13. Select all types of outdoor lighting that would be appropriate in association with public recreation
activities within the CTCDD. Image 6 lettering corresponds with answer choices.
A) Sports field lighting
B) Parking lot lighting
C) Trail lighting
D) Area lighting
E) Restroom/structure lighting
Other 7

Responses % of Respondents (682)
155
23%
313
46%
487
71%
235
34%
414
61%

14. How interested are you in requiring every residence to be adjacent to open space in
Conservation/Cluster Developments?
Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not at all interested
Don't know
Grand Total

15.

Responses
294
344
207
137
982

%
30%
35%
21%
14%
100%

How interested are you in requiring conserved land to be open to the general public?

Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not at all interested
Don't know
Grand Total

Responses
390
328
221
45
984

%
40%
33%
22%
5%
100%

16. A developer proposes to conserve more than 60% of the project's area with a smaller minimum
lot size in return.
Highly acceptable
Somewhat acceptable
Not acceptable
Don't know
Grand Total

Responses
164
291
492
36
983

%
17%
30%
50%
4%
100%

17. A developer proposes to conserve less than 40% of the project's area with a larger minimum lot
size in return.
Highly acceptable
Somewhat acceptable
Not acceptable
Don't know
Grand Total
6
7

See appendix B, page 62, for image.
See appendix A, page 38, for ‘Other’ responses.

Responses
111
374
458
36
979

%
11%
38%
47%
4%
100%
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18. Please describe your perception of the value the Cross Timbers Conservation Development
District brings to residents.
See appendix A, page 39, for all 386 statements.

19.

Please select the top three reasons you chose to live in Flower Mound:

Proximity to DFW and work
Beautiful rural atmosphere
Welcoming community
Reasonable cost of living
Family atmosphere and great schools
Public safety
Town amenities (Parks, Library, CAC, Events)
Access to retail and restaurants
Other 8

8

See appendix A, page 59, for ‘Other’ responses.

Responses % of Respondents (956)
420
44%
776
81%
105
11%
140
15%
535
56%
352
37%
160
17%
64
7%
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APPENDIX A – Statements and ‘Other’ Responses
Question 6 – ‘Other’ Responses
“What type of development is most appropriate within the CTCDD? (Select a choice to read more)”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

with conserved land.
.25 acre single-family lots
.5 acre lots
.75 acres of house with a total of 1.5 acres of land accounted for each lot as the current standards allow. Otherwise, agree with 1 acre low
impact with avoidance of clear cutting wooded areas.
Agriculture/Ranch
Clean rain water flow needs to be well managed to the lake and back to the aquifer. Animals should be allowed everywhere. Beyond
that, minimal restrictions and no new restrictions of any kind to personally owned property.
Conserved land for nature and heavily wooded areas.
Create a new Flower Mound appropriate development according to our Flower Mound Brand.
Development that allows connected ribbons of open space to support wildlife
Don’t develop
Farm and ranch; parks
Farmland and undeveloped areas, no more houses
Farms/ ranches
fewer homes bigger percentage of conserved land or no homes at all and land conserved for walking trails, bike trails and parks
Flexible depending on area if it can accommodate the development in a manner compatible with the surrounding immediate area.
Follow the master plan … no amendments
Give the applicant the opportunity to work with the topography, trees and other land feature to design a good plan to present to the
town for consideration. Provide more options not fewer options because, in the end the plan must be approved to proceed.
Given the right development plan with the most land conservation, the lot size isn’t the most important factor.
High Density
Higher density development on less land. Conserve more space by using less land for the same number of homes.
I would like no more development and keep it conservation land.
I would like to pick the option that makes me my home value highest or at least helps me know my options to possibly sell our property to
the town of flower mound next week I begin working for the Presbyterian hospital in Denton. I will make enough money to get our
property taxes paid soon. They were due in January 2022. My husband and I need to one day live where the property taxes are not so
high. If you have a real estate agent you can refer me to, I will explain to them that my husband and I are hoping his daughter can find us
a place to live and then sell our house. She works for Keller Williams. The reason I prefer remax realty is because of their network. Dec
2003 all of our neighbors were listed at the entrance on 1171 and high road, along with a remax sign, or the remax sign was added to hide
the names. If you are trying to manage big money people like Neiman Marcus, and they are bankrupt, please know that in the 1990's
"kingsmill" in Williamsburg, Virgina only had one real estate agent named Mike. Big money at kingsmill, Anheuser bush owned it. If I
could have a conversation with top city officials I would say " in 2009ish, in pilot point Texas my husband's mom and sister in law where
headed to their neighborhood fish fry and the fire department was going to be represented. We were so not invited and I did not care, I
just found it interesting. So, if my husband's mom lied on the 17th of August 2016 about the timing of her falling and hurting her arm so
she could get an ambulance ride from pilot point to Denton regional hospital (now medical city), it was my husband's 1st wife that knew.
Why? 1st wife a few weeks later told me she hurt her arm in July. So. I actually should not want anything from the town of flower mound
in excess as the flower mound hospital saved my husband's life December 31st 2021 by admitting him as we do not have insurance. So, I
guess my real goal is, can the town of flower mound help my husband get a really good disability attorney? He just got rejected recently
to qualify to be on disability. He has congestive heart failure. If you want to ignore all this i so understand. I am not the worse case. I
currently work for Visiting Angels in Denton Texas. There are Vietnam veterans that live in mobile homes that during the war were
horribly burned. Do not worry about me, I also type alot on www.whitehouse.gov "contact us". If my husband passes I plan to live on the
beach for free at the central port of Mexico on the west coast. I'm trying to get the word out there...all you have to do is buy your food
from the local restaurant that owns that zone of the beach
i would like to see 2 acre minimum lot size with conserved land, but understand that there will be unbuildable space on any tract and feel
that it is likely that area will be dedicated to a conservation area regardless of the minimum lot size requirement
I would prefer to leave these spaces undeveloped to actually preserve the wildlife and natural landscape. I would not support changes to
the current zoning.
It seems to me that an overall plan would include some development along the lines of the 3rd option, but there shouldn't be an isolation
of 'suburban' homogeneous development.
Keep tracts as is- no subdividing. Traffic is already too congested with poor drivers and native wildlife & animals have already been
Displaced by encroaching subdivisions, recent church builds, etc.
Large 2 acre lots with additional conserved land. No apartments and focused commercial
Large 2 acre single-family lots AND conserved land
Large single-family lots 2-acre min, 50% conserved (less lots)
Large single-family lots. Option for Minimum 1-acre single-family lots with at least 50% of total land to be conserved.
Leave as conserved lnd
Leave as it is
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Leave it alone. We need wildlife and open spaces. Trees are essential to our lives.
Leave it alone. We need wildlife and open spaces. Trees are essential to our lives.
Leave it as is
Leave the land alone...don't over build anymore
Less development
LESS DEVELOPMENT - you're ruining FM's charm by building on every green space
Let it be like the rest of Flower Mound with businesses and normal sized lots
Love the open land and less congestion it brings
Minimum 1 acre single-family lots with conserved land and restricted clearance for building conserving as many trees with 6" or greater
trunk diamerter on the lot as possible
Minimum half acre lots. Leave as is now
no building on conservation district
No development
No development
No development
No development.
No further Development. Flower mound is being destroyed
No houses!
No new developments!
None
None
None
None
None
None
none
None
None leave as is
None of the above. We need more open space. Too much growth in favor of Developers that destroyed the natural environment.
None whatsoever. Domino effect.
None, leave it wild
None. Flower Mound is overrun with Warehouses, apartments and way too much traffic now.
Open natural space, walking trails
Opposed to development of land for residential use.
Parks
Parks and open space maintained by the city.
Parks, and natural environment with trees
pockets of density surrounded by conserved land.
Prefer to have sanctuary fields - Set asides purchased by the city - Leave Circle R and the other surrounding ranches available to view in
the heart of our city
Preservation
Ranch or small-ranch (Town Council to consider small ranch, equestrian-friendly developments, or other larger-space additions to current
optionsthat matches our city logo and vision). If they will not consider something like this, no smaller than 2-acre.
There is no sewer in CTCDD, so this area should be used to preserve trees and environmental features. All options above should be on the
table to accommodate and buffer existing conditions and developments.
Two acre minimum single-family lots with generous green space and parks.
We need to stop building and conserve green spaces that make our Town unique and attractive
You can't develop conservation. You can only preserve it. That means little or no development.

Question 7 – ‘Other’ Responses
“Would you consider the other types of development from the question above to be inappropriate within the CTCDD?”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 & 2 acre options above are acceptable
1 acre lots or larger
1 acre or larger is appropriate
1.5 acre lots might be appropriate
2 acre lots are also okay.
2 acre lots would be appropriate, but new development with lot sizes smaller than one acre is not appropriate.
2 acre minimum ok
2 acre or 1 acre w/ conservation
2 acres are ok as well. Nothing below 1 acre.
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

61

2 acres is fine also. Any less should not be considered
Above one acre is ok too
AG Conservation development remains the best option, but Agricultural zoning would be appropriate, to a lesser extent. Cluster zoning
would not be appropriate AT ALL.
Ag conservation option would be ok.
Anything below an acre would be inappropriate.
Anything less than 1 acre lots would be inappropriate under AG Conservation.
As long as you consider the well being of the entire town when making these choices
Assess the major areas/parcels that make up the CTCDD independently, but still following your base case parameters.
Bigger lots appropriate and smaller lots inappropriate
Depends on the details.
Depends on the development
Depends on the proposed development
Flexible single-family lot sizes with conserved land could also be appropriate
I am very concerned about the concept of "conserved land" as this will just be reallocated at a future date by a different mayor and
council completely ignoring the master plan, and reassigned for high density residential or commercial purposes.
I apologize that I do not care, I guess because I plan to me ve soon for financial reasons. I wish flower mound the best
I don't like the 2 acre minimum option because there is NO conserved land. There needs to be a mix of developed & conserved, regardless
of size of developed land.
I feel anything less than 1-acre lot with 50% conserved land is not desirable.
I would be okay with 2 acre lots
I would consider 1 acre minimum with conserved land
I would like to see conserved land with all developments within the district and, more importantly, believe that the .7 acre lot size is
inconsistent with the intent of establishing the district to begin with.
I would support larger development minimums
I'd consider similar proposals. But would want to maintain the 50% of conserved land.
If the current options stayed the same
If they are to preserve or enhance the ecological area and sustain it, yes
Inappropriate is <1 acre
inappropriate: 1 acre lots and flexible lot sizes
It's the high density housing, more people and cars that's the problem.
Land set aside should exclude unbuildable property with gas line easements or flood planes that are unbuildable anyway.
Large single family lots - inappropriate, 1 acre lots ok
Large single family lots (2+ acres)
Large single-family lots (2 acre minimum) is okay but no to lots less than 1 acre
Larger lot sizes with or without open space would be acceptable. I would be ok with lot sizes of at least 2/3 acre. No less.
Leave it as it is
Less than 2 acre lots would be inappropriate
Min 1 acre lots with conserved land would be acceptable
Must be min 1 ac but larger ok with 50% conservation areas
No apartments, especially if they look like the new ones on the way to DFW. We don’t need extra congestion and no mall type areas that
bring in big lights and more traffic. No sports complexes and no high rise condos or hotels, no congested multi-family developments.
no building on conservation district
No development would be best
No, until review of proposal
Ok with 1 acre lots with conserved land
Only consider options which include land set aside in conservation areas.
Only if the proposal met the spirit of conserving the feel of the Town.
Only larger lots and increased green space
Other types? Again, don't remove options that prevent quality design and implementation.
Smaller single family lots with a "Harvest"-type or "Canyon Falls"-type development - packed development with open space used for
community swimming pools and amenities. Also inappropriate would be generic "Town Lake" neighborhoods by out-of-state developers
that don't care.
Smaller than 2 acre is certainly inappropriate; larger than 2 acre is better.
Somewhat smaller lots with more conserved space
Stop development in the cross timber’s
Unless you can put constraints on the 2 acre and .7 lots to restrict the drastic reduction in tree removal or incorporate tree maintenance
requirements those other developments should not be considered.
what you are proposing sounds like just a way to justify for home developers such as toll house to keep buying land and then destroying
the natural habitat (along with of course commercial justifications that come with that. Flower Mound has enough of those as well as
apparment complexes. The more you build the less natural habitat preservation (which this propaganda appears to suggest it cares
about).
Would depend on what it is.
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Would need reinformation

Question 8 – Respondent Statements
“Please provide a brief statement explaining why the other types of development from the question above are
inappropriate within the CTCDD.”
Respondents who answered ‘yes’ to question 7 when asked if the other development choices from question 6 are
inappropriate within the CTCDD, were then asked to provide a brief statement as to why. (Not required)
#

Most Appropriate
Development Response
(Question 6)

Respondent statements explaining why other development type, or types, are not appropriate

1

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

It has for some time seemed to me that many of the neighborhoods would be better served if the huge
houses on very small lots had a little more space, but not two or even one acres. A bit more room on
the sides of the homes and deeper back yards. Wider streets, with less islands in the centers. A few
more street corner lights.

2

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

No high density on the West side. No apartments!! No sewer! Preserve our beautiful landscape and NO
WAY make it like "Southgate" entering Flower Mound from 2499!
NO more warehouses !No attached townhomes! Also so tired of seeing brick walls.. constantly needing
to be reconstructed!! Aka Wellington!! Enough said! You get my idea!!

3

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

"Flexible" single-family .7 acre lot size "average" would open the door to too many homes in the area
which would destroy the conservation district as it is today.

4

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

"Preserved land" is just a placeholder for future development. The "preservation" is temporary at best.
Might as well zone it all for 2 acre lots right now and be fine with it.

5

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

1 acre lots are acceptable with 1 acre conserved land. However, As a resident of Flower Mound for over
42 years I have seen that developers tend to use the land unsuitable for home building to be the
conservation zone of the development.

6

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

1 acre residential, equine

7

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

1 acre with conserved land as long as the conserved land is accessible to the public and it preserved in
its natural state.

8

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

1. The deer herd and other wild animals such as bob cats are struggling and diminishing and need more
open and conservatory space 2 The roads in Western Flower Mound cannot handle much more traffic 3
Other developments in the area are at least 1 acre each and more compact development will impact
home values negatively. 4 Property taxes are already too high and more residents will mean more
spending by the city and county and school districts, meaning more taxes. 5. There is a shortage of
home maintenance and service providers and more residents will tax those services even further. This
could lead to people NOT maintaining their neighborhood.

9

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

2 acre lots don't include conserved land. This is inappropriate within the CTCDD.

10

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

2 acre lots ok but prefer some conserved land based on the choices above. Anything less than 1 acre
with even with conserved land Is NOT appropriate. Pease don't allow that.

11

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

2 acre minimum lots maximize tax revenue, minimize traffic, maximize the look and feel of a rural
setting, minimize the need for new roads, minimize the need for commercial service businesses, and
minimize the need for new school construction.
I want to see the look and feel of Double Oak, not the look and feel of Town Lake.

12

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

2 acres are very costly, less top crowded.
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#

Most Appropriate
Development Response
(Question 6)

Respondent statements explaining why other development type, or types, are not appropriate

13

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

2 acres without any conservation is not appropriate. Conservation is key.
Flex homes

14

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

2 acres would be fine, but anything less than 1 acre shouldn't be considered. If you want that go to
Plano, Allen , Frisco, McKinney, and soon to be Prosper. Flower Mound is NOT those types of Cities,
and let's keep it that way.

15

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

2+ acre lots without dedicated conserved land

16

Development that allows
connected ribbons of open
space to support wildlife

2ac of mowed landscape is not beneficial to preserving native habitat

17

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

2-acre (or more) and 1-acre lots

18

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

a certain combination of quality density with tax revenue to benefit all citizens

19

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

A few minimum 1 acre lots would be acceptable.

20

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

AG offers the most stability for conservation and dwellings to coexist, with some oversight.

21

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Agricultural Zoning does not provide a protected area. Clustered Development allows for too many
residents, which is bad for traffic and overpopulates the area.

22

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Agricultural zoning w/dedicated conservation areas

23

No new developments!

Air pollution. Lung cancers, asthma, and other. Traffic is already congested. 377 backs up both
directions and getting worse. Storm water run off from North to South. We are already seeing problems
from new developments. Erosion. Silting. No water absorption where there is paving. Noise pollution.
Wildlife habitat being reduced. No new developments !

24

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

All the development in this zone to this point has followed this rule and so many of the development
areas left are surrounded by communities already in this style.

25

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

All the environmental research I read warns of habitat loss and the resulting impact on of all plant and
animal life. Without a multiuser environment, we all suffer. Less building and more agricultural zoning
could slow the process localized air and light pollution. We want a clean environment.Flower Mound is
seen as one of the best towns in America. I would love to see it stay that way.

26

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Allowing anything smaller would be a detriment to the town. This area is unique because it still
maintains a country feel.

27

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Allowing smaller lot sizes is where it starts. Putting "conservation" discretion in the hands of developers
rarely benefits the Town.

28

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Amy high density housing should be specifically disallowed. No multifamily dwellings of any sort should
be allowed nor any lot under 1 acre.

29

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Any commercial, multi family, shopping strip malls,
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30

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Any development that would lead to oversized vehicular traffic or heavy industry would not be
appropriate to what Flower Mound projects to be. Open country feeling, safe place for family living,
sound and air pollution.

31

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

32

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Any development with less that one acre lots, along with 30-40% of conservation space, erodes the
beauty of western Flower Mound and should not be approved. Any development west of Lusk should
be at the one acre and above and should be set back from 1171 as to keep as much of the open feel of
west Flower Mound intact as possible. People did not move to west FM to be bunched up.
Any higher density residential development will greatly affect traffic and schools, increase pollution and
noise, stress the electric grid even further, and detract from the natural beauty of the area.

33

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Any proposal that does not include conserved open space is inappropriate

34

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Anything below a 1 acre minimum is inappropriate. It's unfortunate that was changed in 2013 and has
destroyed the land and trees throughout town.

35

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Anything higher density than 46 homes per 100 acres

36

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Anything less than 2 acres would take away the scenic views that drew us to this area. We would lose
the integrity of what makes Texas, Texas.

37

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Anything less than minimum 1-acre lot will erode the original intent and ecological goals by introducing
too much population density into the district along with eventual pressure/demand for requisite
commercial infrastructure (retail/grocery/schools, etc) that will eventually impinge on the district land

38

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Anything more than that would have huge impact on remaining conservation areas and traffic

39

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Anything smaller than 1 acre lots should not be allowed. If 1 acre lots are allowed, which isn't ideal,
there should be a requirement to preserve open space at a minimum.

40

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Anything smaller will not be able to protect scenic vista.

41

Clean rain water flow needs
to be well managed to the
lake and back to the aquifer.
Animals should be allowed
everywhere. Beyond that,
minimal restrictions and no
new restrictions of any kind
to personally owned
property.

As a private land owner in flower mound, I want to retain all my rights to do as I see fit on my land. I
am sure others that own land likely feel that way too. So, your First Principles, your objectives must be
clear. What are you 'conserving' and why?

42

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Avoid clutter.

43

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Because Flower Mound has allowed more dense development the town needs to be conscious how
what remains is undeveloped is developed.

44

Leave the land alone...don't
over build anymore

Because I fear you will mass produce more apartments, more grocery stores, more of everything. I've
lived in FM for over 20 years and I thought the Master Plan was to leave western Flower Mound the
way it is(was).

45

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Because it increases density
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46

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Because of density and the higher density. The area was to be protected for the long term.

47

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Because of density and the higher density. The area was to be protected for the long term.

48

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Because of the density. Other types are too dense.

49

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Because they would lead to more over population that are already overwhelming the town's
infrastructure and road systems.

50

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Certain commercial and industrial. Active parks. Residential more than a 2.0 density

51

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

churches, schools and parks like a tennis center

52

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Cluster and Conservation developments are not what the CTCDD intended. It creates a more "urban"
feel and less rural. This does not allow space for animals such as horses, which FM was known for. You
can also many examples in FM where the conservation and cluster developments remove intended
green space and conserved land for their own use. No one is monitoring.

53

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Cluster development better preserves the free space. And it preserves the tree canopy.

54

None

Cluster development has been so poorly done elsewhere that we don't trust it to be done wisely in the
rest of the community and the traffic situation has no good solutions with complications for First
Responders to do what they need to do.

55

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Cluster Development has too much flexibility in open space requirements and has higher density; Ag
Zoning does not offer open space requirements and leaves decision to individual owners.

56

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Cluster development is awful. It's a cheat, and leads to a view of continual rooftops. It's not at all what
the CTCDD should look like. If you have two acres, you have your own open space. We've lived in our
neighborhood for 8 years. Our kids play across the yards and up and down the low-trafficked streets.
Never once have we said "some open space sure would be nice". Because we have it already.

57

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Cluster development leaves too much variability on density and amount of conserved land to be
interpreted favorably for developers.

58

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Cluster development should not be allowed to preserve density in the Conservation district. More
homes means more traffic and the roads/traffic are already bad enough. Wildlife will also benefit when
density is as low as it can get. One acre lots vs two acre lots allows for more diversity of ownership as
larger lots dramatically increase cost of homes and taxes shutting out most people who earn a decent
living but do not have millions to spend on a home.

59

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Cluster developments are just a scheme to increase density. They add no value and hurt the CT.

60

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Cluster developments leads to giant houses, clear cutting land, and destroying the CTCDD. Remove
cluster developments, and add additional parks, larger estates, and preserve the land for everyone.

61

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Cluster home development takes out all the old post oaks that are part of this natural area. They are
then replace by other types different SMALL oaks. Post oak grow very slow and should be protected.
Also the natural prairie area should be protected.

62

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Commercial non-industrial
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63

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Commercial/non-retail should be restricted to the southern areas already being developed. Total
clearing of the land does not allow for movement of native wildlife to move between greenbelts and
parks. Allowing residential developers to "Clear Cut" areas is a anti-conservation practice. Flower
Mound used to be "Tree City", now it's pay a fee, kill the tree.

64

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Community parks, trails that help maintain the ecosystem.

65

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Conservation development should involve the dedication of preserved land (open space) for the
purpose of protecting scenic vistas, heavily wooded areas, and natural features such as ponds and
streams. Other developments afford higher density housing, lees green space, less specimen trees,
greater potential negative impact to the native trees, grasses, and wildlife.

66

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Conservation means just that, to protect, not exploit! Providing very small pockets of "conservation"
means animals who live there are effectively chased out because their habitats are so fragmented they
cannot make a living there any longer.
If the purpose of this district is to preserve the open, rural, natural character of western Flower Mound
and not to exploit the land for property tax purposes, then do what the title says--conserve it!

67

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Conservation means to conserve or save not build out. Our neighborhood is surrounded by
conservation and that's why we purchased out here- we enjoy seeing the wildlife and hearing birds.. it
adds to both our emotional and financial value. If we start tearing apart what makes us so different and
unique, why would we be considered one of the most highest rated places to live? My only qualm is
that our conservation needs to be maintained and not just left to nature. By building near conservation,
we've changed it... for example, we have drainage issues because the water flows differentlysupporting the infrastructure to mitigate erosion so it can be protected and conserved, wasn't that the
intention? We need stronger conservation regulations so we are doing what was intended- preserving
to conserve. The conservation rules can't change with the change of governing authorities... Based
upon the next statement, be careful of the incentives that are offered… there are failures to some
incentives- HOAs can turn their heads but will gladly take the tax break

68

Large single-family lots.
Option for Minimum 1-acre
single-family lots with at least
50% of total land to be
conserved.

Conservation of the CTCDD is of utmost importance.

69

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Conserved open space with one acre lots would be able to preserve nature and natural spaces.

70

Prefer to have sanctuary
fields - Set asides purchased
by the city - Leave Circle R
and the other surrounding
ranches available to view in
the heart of our city

Corporate HQ similar to Deloitte University in Westlake - still with the road portions left natural

71

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Cramming in more residences seems inappropriate- larger lots would be fine though

72

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Cross Timbers ecosystems are under attack by development nationwide. Not to mention that this
whole area drains into Lake Grapevine and development by it's very nature will feed pollutants into the
system faster because of the increased concrete and asphalt coverings that replace the existing
grassland and trees.

73

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Crowded, Traffic, Noise
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74

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

CTCDD is meant to have large lots and open space, developers are putting increasingly larger homes on
small lots.

75

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Density and home value

76

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Density is the key. Smaller lots do not give an open feel. They are too similar to every other subdivision
offered in Flower Mound.

77

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Density issues

78

fewer homes bigger
percentage of conserved land
or no homes at all and land
conserved for walking trails,
bike trails and parks

Developers have way overbuilt Flower Mound. The town is losing it's "small town" feel and heading
towards nothing but more traffic and more congestion. A more populated Flower Mound doesn't
necessarily equal a "better" Flower Mound. It means getting away from the feeling of a "town" and
more to a "city" atmosphere. More people equals more crime, more traffic, more congestion, more
litter, etc., and less of what makes Flower Mound unique in North Texas. Flower Mound is a beautiful
town and is veering towards just another big city suburb. We need more of what nature has to offer
and not less.

79

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Developments like Furst Ranch, with tiny zero lot lined residential lots with large open spaces.

80

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Differs too much from existing development.

81

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

dimishes the beauty of the area.

82

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Even with provisions for"green space", it does not conserve space for wildlife and significantly changes
the vibe, culture and appearance of the area.

83

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Every effort should be made to preserve the Live Oak forest and the open green spaces in the area.
Clearly, the more houses that are built on the lands, the higher the chances that trees will be removed
or damaged and hard surfaces will replace other plant life.

84

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Everyone that lives over here loves the country atmosphere, thats why we moved here. we do not
want any more toll brothers or other develpments. Do not change what you promised us with the
CTCDD!

85

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Flexible single family developments might work if the right amount of land is conserved around then.
However, they bring larger amounts of people that need more retail/office space which can increase
footprint that could hurt the preserved areas. Larger 2 acre lots might help preserve land but it also
increases land values so high it limits who can live here. The 1 acre solution is a good compromise.

86

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Flower mound does need a more housing dense development area. The beauty and attraction of flower
mound was its country feel and open spaces. The town has already moved in the wrong direction with
more dense development.

87

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Flower Mound has added many apartment buildings ---we need to preserve open spaces.

88

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Flower Mound has already lost most of its rural open space since we moved here almost 30 years ago.
The "large single-family 2 acre lots" proposal is the closest of the three options that would, to some
degree, conserve whatever is left of the original character of this town. Ideally we would stop growth
and return to the original rural identity of Flower Mound reflected in its logo.

89

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Flower Mound has drastically decreased natural corridors, increased fragmentation, and unfortunately
lost the Town has lost its unique natural characteristics. Increased and continued pressures from
development on native systems and protected watersheds will contribute to future infrastructure
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stabilization issues (i.e. flooding) and decreased biodiversity. If an area must be developed, there
should be minimal amount of disturbance as possible. Additionally, the proposed area for development
is encroaching ever closer on Grapevine Lake - again reducing available buffer zones for flood
prevention, natural watershed filtration process, wildlife habitat, and any available natural spaces for
citizens to recreate.
90

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Flower Mound is a desired place to live because it is not over crowded and has not lost the look and
feel of being in the country and has not turned into the cities that surround it. Crime is a huge factor in
choosing a place to live and because of Flower Mound's current construct, we have enjoyed a top ten
listing for towns in Texas for years. Please do not lose this because of greed to develop FM. For once,
please do not let it all be about the money.

91

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Flower Mound is becoming over developed - we have a lot of apartments, And zero lot homes being
built ... the dedication of green spaces is much appreciated..

92

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Flower Mound Isa coveted area because of natural areas. More development will make our town less
desirable and make our properties with less. We need parks and quiet areas for our children and sanity.

93

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

flower mound population density has overly increased in recent years due to a much larger number of
apartments and other multi family units becoming much more aggressive. We need to slow that
population density growth as Flower Mound does not need to grow like Frisco and other places where
the population density has gone wild.

94

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Flower mound's charm has always been its easy going country feel. We do not need to become another
Frisco or Plano

95

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

FM is or was zoned for a 2 acre minimum lot size per home in original master plan. If we continue to
make exceptions to this zoning, FM will soon become just another Plano/ Frisco!!
KISS!
This proposal is a disaster in the making- turning our rural atmosphere into a publicly accessible huge
park ( public= anyone in the metroplex will have access ). This is not why any of us bought property in
FM and these attempts to make development more attractive by calling it “ open space “ is a hidden
effort to allow more home to be built on less acreage. A HUGE boost to developers and a HUGE
disadvantage to all home owners.
Developers should play within existing rules or develop in another city.
“ open land “ just means that houses are closer together- plain and simple.
“ existing incentive opportunities “ is a transfer of money from our citizens to developers. Why would
this a reasonable concept to current residents of the city- it is simply an invitation to developers to
build more structures on less ground in a shortened permit process. What advantage to our current
residents? NONE!

96

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

FM is quickly being over developed.

97

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Folks purchase property in this area for privacy and ability to customize improvements to their
lifestyles. Smaller sites destroy more natural landscape, create less privacy and necessitate taller
structures that are detrimental to views.

98

Follow the master plan … no
amendments

Follow the master plan

99

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Having flex development will cause development of high density homes. Developers will find ways to
put more houses in tighter spots, through loop holes. Causing damage to natural resources in the area.
Use of 2 acre would cause no protection of land. Will cause pricing the area to sky rocket, pricing
people out of the area. Would also cause property tax to also sky rocket.

100

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

High density housing. Apartments
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101

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

High density units

102

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

High density zero lot lines

103

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Historically, this area was promised to be a horse area and farms. Ranchers and farmers are being sold
out for a larger tax base. The are does not need more parks it needs to be maintained as area that it
was designated. The addition of smaller homes will ruin the ecosystem.

104

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Home should be on a minimum of 1 acre lots with half of the development committed for open space
or conservation development. If not, lots should be 2 acre minimum. This way, it protects the Cross
Timbers Protection area from massive over development that will disturb the unique preserve that is
the Cross Timbers Conservation District.

105

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Homeowners purchased or built properties in this area to enjoy the tranquil surrounding. Clearly, with
the expansion of 1171 to 6 lanes, planners have had other intentions. Those should have been clearly
stated long ago. Plano already exists. We don't need to reproduce it.

106

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Housing unit density should be commensurate with infrastructure improvements such that our quality
of life (ex. commute times) is maintained. Over the last few years, several additional stop lights have
been added to the route from Flower Mound to 114/635/121 without an increase in traffic lanes.
Highway improvement does not alleviate the congestion along 2499. 377 between Roanoke and Argyle
is woefully undersized. 1171 westbound still includes a two lane overpass at I35. These issues must be
addressed before any consideration is given to increasing the density of housing in our lovely city.

107

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I am not against growth/development and I'm aware of the housing shortage in the area. I think a 2
acre minimum would deter developers. "Flexible single family lots" with approx acreage is too vague a
wording for me. I think the current 1 acre lot neighborhoods in that area are perfect.

108

None

I am totally totally against any more development of ANY kind.

109

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I believe at least 50% of the land needs to be kept in it's original state. This was beautiful prairie/timber
land and it is our biggest asset. Other cities have small lots and manicured parks and greenbelts.
People move to FM for a country atmosphere. We do not need another sea of rooftops. Keep Flower
Mound unique by requiring large lots with at least 50% of the area left in it's natural state.

110

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I believe the 2 acre minimum will protect more trees and result in fewer houses. This area of Flower
Mound was never intended to be as dense as the eastern part of town.

111

i would like to see 2 acre
minimum lot size with
conserved land, but
understand that there will be
unbuildable space on any
tract and feel that it is likely
that area will be dedicated to
a conservation area
regardless of the minimum lot
size requirement

I believe the intent of the CTCDD was to retain agricultural use and feel of the land and this can't
happen with lots smaller than 2 acres

112

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I believe this is the best because of septic tanks, and the trees.

113

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I believe too many trees will be lost and sight lines will be gone.

114

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I do not like all the apartments and leaving flex to developments has lead to over crowding and a lot of
traffic.
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115

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I don't want Flower Mound to look like Plano, Frisco, Coppell, Keller etc. This area with large spread out
lots makes FM beautiful and unique. I get this is probably about the $$$, but this area needs to be
preserved. The closer the houses the more congested the area is. I moved to this area for the rural feel
and beauty. I could have stayed in Coppell.

116

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I feel like the 1 acre lots for homes is a happy medium. A cluster development would be too many
homes in a small area. The 2 acre lots would be my second pick in maintaining the nature aspect of the
area.

117

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I feel that the minimum 1 acre lots with required conserved land is the only scenario in which
responsible conservation efforts are guaranteed. The city of Flower Mound has turned into a concrete
Mecca and I feel it is of the utmost importance to preserve this remaining area left in the CTCDD to
preserve the nature and beauty of Flower Mound.

118

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I feel that the minimum of 1 acre lots and 50% conserved open space is most appropriate. We Moved
here specifically for the 1+ acre environment. The additional conserved open space idea makes it even
more desirable, and I think more people would enjoy that type of natural Common area.

119

Leave it as is

I have lived in my house 21 years. I have watched the town go from a desirable place to live to a town
filled with mean spirited people ready to fold at the whim of any developer who wants to milk the
resources of this town. Our council is dysfunctional and too easily bought by developers. We pay so
much individually trying to keep up with the profit demands of these developers. Profit over people has
become the town's focus. The intent of the CTCDD was to preserve our land. Most development has
only diluted this community further.

120

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I initially wanted to select the option with 2-acre plus lots, however it didn't have a built-in conservation
component and I think that is necessary. Large lots sizes, space, natural areas, and abundant trees make
this part of Flower Mound desirable to live in. I do not think that higher-density neighborhoods (small
lot sizes) reflect this commitment to preserving natural areas. I moved to Flower Mound and bought my
current home three years ago because I was seeking out this specific type of country living. During my
home search for my family, I looked at multiple suburbs around DFW, and this peaceful and natural
setting is very hard to find.

121

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I like having larger homesites, but not at the expense of eliminating natural areas that are protected. I
particularly like the vast trail system in flower mound and I would like to see that grow.

122

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I like to keep some country in Flower Mound

123

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I lived through the development of change in Northlake. From minimum 5ac lots to 2ac lots to 50' X 90'
lots. That's why I moved to Flower Mound. For the protected CTCDD. The result congestion on the
roads . Overwhelming the school's. We need to keep it lower density

124

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I moved to flower mound for a country setting. I want land to be set aside that remains pristine and
untouched.

125

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I moved to this area because of the open areas and the beautiful drives. Urban sprawl and overly dense
housing is in no way appealing to me.

126

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I need to hear more information to assess the pros and cons of various options. While development is
inevitable, one reason we chose FM is that we have preserved areas of great natural beauty nearby. To
maintain land stewardship, quality of life, and property values, FM needs to continue to protect as
much as possible, given all the constraints.

127

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I prefer the option of the country feel which is why I was attracted to the area 16 years ago.

128

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I think conserved land is important and would like to see the biggest lots available with the most
conserved land.
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129

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

I think it is really important to preserve open space

130

There is no sewer in CTCDD,
so this area should be used to
preserve trees and
environmental features. All
options above should be on
the table to accommodate
and buffer existing conditions
and developments.

I think sewer should be extended to the CTCDD. It adds value ($50K/lot) to the larger lots; it also
generates a more diverse revenue to the Town of Flower Mound.

131

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I think the larger lots keep the area more rural.

132

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I think the more conservation, the better.

133

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I think the surrounding uses of the land, the size of the homes and lots contiguous to any proposed
change should be a litmus test to maintain the atmosphere that was preexisting.

134

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

I think they are appropriate. I like the 1acre lots, but also feel half acre with more conserved open space
in a neighborhood is also just as good.

135

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

I think they go against the look & feel of FloMo, which is a major reason folks consider moving here.

136

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I would consider larger lot requirements

137

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I would consider lots with less than 1 acre to be inappropriate for the subject area.

138

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I would consider retail or apartment types of development to be inappropriate.

139

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I would like to have area within neighborhoods that is accessible to town residents via walking trails etc.
If all the land is privately owned within someone's yard it can't be used to connect trails within FM. I
know we want to continue to grow the tax base but there is too much building - especially of strip malls
when current buildings have empty spaces.

140

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I would not consider denser housing as appropriate, as in the cluster development. I would consider 2
acre or larger single family housing as appropriate, provided there was a large landscaped set-back
from Cross Timbers, as in most cohesive developer planned entrances.

141

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

I would prefer no further development In CTCDD if had a choice. But knowing there will be
development I prefer a very strategic one with full protection of native environment!

142

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Ideally I would prefer the large single family lots. But I think the minimum 1 acre lots would be a good
compromise. Definitely against the smaller flexible style single family lots. After all we are trying to
preserve the open rural feel that the Town us known for. Even though we do not live in the western
part of the Town, The CTCDD is the main reason we relocated to Flower Mound.

143

Large 2 acre lots with
additional conserved land. No
apartments and focused
commercial

If CTCDD is well defined, then there should be no questions and no exceptions.
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144

None

If it is to be preserved it can't be developed. Try a nature park

145

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If not conservation zoning, then 2 acre minimum should prevail. Cluster zoning is a nice option just not
within the CTCDD.

146

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If the 2 acre lots don't have conserved space then there is no additional space for the community to
enjoy being outside. That's part of what makes Flower Mound so special. It has open spaces with trees
and nature that belongs to no one and yet everyone. The smaller lots just make things seem way to
crowded. Yes there is open space but the smaller lots make things feel conjested. Although this doesnt
deal with conservation, it also brings more cars. We desperately don't need more cars. We have no
more space for thoroughfares and certainly don't need to occupy our beautiful land with more streets.

147

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If the conservation development district requirements are relaxed it will lead to air, water, noise and
traffic pollution. These changes can also posses risks to personal health, exsisting property issues
(drainage, run-off, etc.) and can negatively impact wildlife habitats that where infected in 2000 to be
protected for the long-term.

148

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If the goal of constructing CTCDD was to preserve open spaces and the natural appeal they offer, the
other options:
- Large single family: Construct large lots that isolate the open space to those owners.
- Densely populated with flexibility: Allows unknowns to factor in and will become a 'hit or miss' issue
when projects meet the goal of conservation or miss the goal. While oversight is possible to prevent
the developments from missing the intention of conserving, as a tax payer, it leaves key topics open for
interpretation. I prefer black and white running rules that focus on allowing the development while
adhering to the goal of conservation.

149

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If the purpose is to conserve land, actually have non split up parcels of forest. If you put too many
homes in area or give all the land to homes and none towards conservation you defeat the purpose.

150

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

If the purpose of the Conserversation District is to preserve open space and protect trees, the only way
to really do that is with cluster development and designated preserved areas. Once a lot is platted,
there is zero conservation or protection. Big lots are not conservation tools, they are status protection.

151

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

If we are conserving the natural character of the land, in this case, the Cross Timbers Area, it seems
filling it with homes isn’t conserving. On the other hand, when private citizens own land and then
others label it “a conservation district” and limit what they can do with their land, that is also not right.

152

No development.

If you are trying to conserve the land and the natural habitat for the wildlife in our area, why the hell
would you want to keep building more and more large housing developments? You won't be happy
until all the trees are chopped down and everything is paved over.

153

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

I'm in double oak with an acre. Honestly it needs to be bigger with septic. We have too many small lots
with big homes. Also this area being more rural is exactly why I moved out here. You're seeking to
destroy that feel. Why in the world do we need to herd people together with no personal space

154

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

In my opinion the AG Conservation development is more environmentally suitable for this area. It
provides a clear roadmap that developers must adhere to for safeguarding 50% of the project's land
area towards open space while providing minimum residential lot size be 1 acre while leaving enough
area for approximately 46 homes.

155

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

In my opinion, the character of the CTCDD should be maintained as much as possible. With any
development, the complete openness of the current land will be gone. Thus, in aggregate, open space
does very little to maintain the character of the CTCDD. Thus, the best way to maintain the character is
to preserve the lowest density possible.

156

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

In order to have an environmentally sensitive development as stated in the CTCDD, I think anything less
than 1 acre lots is just not possible. If we keep adding exceptions to the rule like cluster developments,
the things like vistas, woods, streams, wildlife will go away and we will never get them back. If a city as
populated as NYC can preserve green spaces like Central Park and Battery Park, then surely Flower
Mound can recognize the importance of limiting future growth and protecting the fragile areas of the
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CTCDD. I live in Hidden Valley Country Estates. The new development in our area that faces 1171 has a
supposedly required "open green space" which is basically site drainage and completely inaccessible for
pedestrians.
157

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

In our community which is already lots of acreage, wildlife thrives. The land is conserved on many of
these lots as it's left wooded most places. The plan for the community was to have this be lower density
and more open land. We moved here for that plan and helped develop that plan many years ago.

158

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Increased traffic and commercial vehicles

159

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Individual home owners with large lots will best preserve the land - fewer people using the land. There
should be restrictions on cutting down trees, however. In argyle, the developers got away with
constantly changing their plans until almost none of the original conservation agreements remained.
Developers are not to be trusted.

160

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Infrastructure already fully utilized, additional housing moves us toward congestion, creating significant
expenditure and inconvenience to remedy. We are a narrow corridor, bounded by two lakes. Please
don't continuing adding excess traffic flow to create a forever bottleneck.

161

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Is not provided in the Master Plan. The plan provides for corridors for medical and other types of
community needs. This small area needs to stay dedicated to the rural atmosphere providing integrity
to the concept of Flower Mound.

162

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

It becomes more difficult to maintain the open space as more homes on smaller lots are built. Over
time, once an exception is made, other subsequent exceptions will occur. The beauty of the open
space, the ecological benefits, and the benefits of a more green and natural planet make the CTCDD
such a vital and beneficial aspect in Flower Mound.

163

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

It seems you're trying to build more dense home sites with little conservation land areas.

164

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

It time to slow down and try to retain some sense of rural.

165

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

It would allow the area to become just another crowded neighborhood and increase the amount of
traffic in the area

166

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

It's a tiny space in flower mound - go crowd other areas that are out of the zone

167

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

It's open for interpretation. Not good.

168

LESS DEVELOPMENT - you're
ruining FM's charm by
building on every green space

I've lived in FM for over 20 years. The 'country' feel is gone. We are over developing everything. The last
green space is this area and of course, you want to build more crap there. Our roads cannot handle our
current population, let alone adding houses everywhere to grow it.

169

Don’t develop

Keep flower mound country

170

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Keeping some land conserved seems best; 2 acre minimum would not have conserved land, and the
smaller flexible lot sizes are too small even though there is some land conserved.

171

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Kill the cluster. Builders are overusing it and increased density is bad.

172

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Kill the cluster. It is bringing in too much density.

173

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Large apartments or large retail spaces
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174

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Large blocks of land that are fenced off prevent wildlife from living in the conservation land. Smaller
lots will allow conservation land where, unlike in the other larger lots, nature can exist.

175

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Large lots 2 acres+ does not encourage conservation at all. All this is encouraging and accomplishing is
pricing people out of Flower Mound.

176

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Large ranches parks and recreational land

177

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Large single family lots with 2+ acres.

178

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Larger lots, 2 acres, would be cost prohibitive for most people wanting a little more space between
housing. Upkeep is easier etc. and still maintain country feel. I'd like to see the ability of placing nice
buildings for hobbyist workshops on homeowners land as well. There's a neighborhood in Northlake
with this one acre home and workshop plan. Highly sought after and very nice.

179

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Larger single family lots

180

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Leave all open space no development

181

Less development

Less development

182

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Let's keep Flower Mound beautiful!

183

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Look at examples- the new development on High Road.
It's. Not all about increasing tax revenue for the Town.
Leave it alone.

184

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Lots should not be less than one acre.

185

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Lots that are too small or that do not require conservation areas will detract from the special, intended
nature of western Flower Mound. While 2 acre lots would be fine, an average of .7 means significantly
less than that possible and conservation areas become an after thought.

186

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

lots to small

187

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Lower density is appropriate

188

It seems to me that an overall
plan would include some
development along the lines
of the 3rd option, but there
shouldn't be an isolation of
'suburban' homogeneous
development.

Maintaining a good overall management of open space that is coordinated among developments would
benefit all residents. So often, we see a 'patchwork' of little open spaces with no connection. This
fragmented approach is less desirable.

189

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Maximum conserved open space should be the goal

190

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

min 1 ac with conservation land
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191

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Minimize density. Keep "Town" Feel. Do not turn Flower Mound into another Frisco or Plano

192

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Minimum 1 acre lots with preserved land as well as additional preserved land with the 2 acre minimum
option.

193

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Minimum 2 acre lots will disturb the existing neighborhoods & environment the least.

194

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

More density takes the rural beauty away. More density also increases traffic and noise.

195

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Most of the acreage was beautiful open ranch land which flower mound should strive to maintain that
openness and beauty! Stop destroying open land for sheer greed. Developments are ugly and cause too
much traffic and noise and they destroy a lot of beautiful land by changing topography, killing trees and
other native plants.

196

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Most of the existing homes are currently on 1 acre or more lots, making further development difficult.
The current Corp land is home to a significant amount of wildlife which boarders the lake. Further
development would endanger that.

197

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Multi use

198

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Multi-residence and apartments are bad when it comes to maintaining Flower Mound quality of life.
Also, such builds erode property value and increase crime (just look at Lewisville to see what I'm
saying).

199

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Must manage the balance of developed and natural space (greenspace) in order to conserve the
appearance of this part of Flower Mound as well as minimize environmental impact including water
use, carbon sequestration and natural habitat for animals and indigenous plants and trees. These other
options may not provide the needed balance.

200

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

My answer is based on not having been presented all the facts and/or possible scenarios that could
factor into such a discrete statement.

201

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

My home borders Timber Creek. There is an over abundance of wildlife with limited natural
environment to reside without being disturbed by population. I see every possible animal along this
creek and it is extremely important to preserve their environment.

202

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

N/A

203

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Natural areas are being devastated. Density is becoming a problem. Current infrastructure is
inadequate for planned development.

204

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Need at least 50% conserved land. Larger lots ok but still 50% conserved land.

205

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Need to keep lots large and plenty of green space.

206

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

No 1 does not require conservation areas within the development

207

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

No development

208

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

No lots smaller than one acre.....keeping high density out to maintain current infrastructure.

No 3 creates too much density and too much population in the area
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209

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

No low income.

210

No development

No more development

211

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

No open space

212

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

None of these options mention wildlife habitat, which is a crucial element of being environmentally
sensitive. Neither the Cluster development nor Agricultural Development options seem to be suitable if
considering the preservation of wildlife habitat. Cluster development is not consistent with the Town's
Smart Growth Plan because of increased density of housing (nothing scenically beautiful or
environmentally sensitive about that). Agricultural zoning does not seem to provide any environmental
protections whatsoever.

213

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

not desired in this area of flower mound. limit devleopment, and conserve open spaces through
conservation efforts

214

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Not necessary for 2-acre lots. Smaller lots mean more homes & less conservation area.

215

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Not so much inappropriate. But any developer will always want to maximize the number of homes they
can build and will find ways to reduce the ultimate size of the homesite. If we start off at one acre, then
we stand the best chance of preventing neighborhoods that look like Plano or Irving. If we go to
Flexible, then for sure we'll end up with a bunch of quarter-acre lots with houses that have flat sides so
they can all fit neatly together

216

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Not what was planned years ago for flower mound. Too crowded already. Massive traffic. A sea of
rooftops in areas. And STOP with the apartments!

217

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Nothing less than 1 acre lot size, single family, to preserve country/town character.

218

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Nothing should be smaller than 1 acre. 2 acres would be better

219

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

One acre single family lots with conserved land.

220

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

One option allows no open space and the other options crowds too many homes together.

221

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Other development would be detrimental to the natural state of this conservation district and to Flower
Mound as a whole.

222

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

other option will be to leave it untouched

223

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Other types of development would diminish property values and damage the standard of living for
current residents. This would potentially trigger expensive legal activity for residents and the city and
possibly significant compensation to current residents.

224

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Our area has already become dense with housing. The acre lot size at a minimum, reflex the already
built standards here.

225

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

overdevelopment of our town

226

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

People (us) that have lived here a long time and are local business owners, moved here because it was a
rural area. The city has already overdeveloped FM. Please do not ruin it further.
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227

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Per the Cross Timbers Ordinance, various types of developments are allowed as long you meet the
minimum requirements (lot size, density, open space, setbacks, etc.). This also give the CTCDD various
styles of development while still conserving.

228

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Please don't mess up the only beautiful place around with houses

229

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Please retain the integrity of FM by protecting the land from development. The unique country feel is
what draws residents to live here. An overdeveloped land shuts out the beautiful wildlife that we enjoy.
It removes green space and congests streets. In 3.5 years my daughter will be driving, and it terrifies
me already to pull out in 6 lanes of traffic 50 mph +. Please keep our communities safe and reduce
overburdening the population.

230

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Please understand that a cluster development will ALWAYS have more houses than a development with
2 acre homes. That was the point of the cluster, to increase density. This is ruining the CTCDD.

231

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Population density is becoming increasingly difficult as current infrastructure does not support
increased traffic, among other concerns. Rapid growth in areas adjacent to FM but not in the town
increases the urgency for FM residents to stand firm in maintaining the ‘rural characteristic that FM
loves to trumpet but does does little to protect.

232

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Population density needs to be directly proportional to conserved land to fully exercise the spirit of
conservation of the land and preservation of the values Flower Mound was incorporated on.

233

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Post Oaks only grow 1" every 7 years. We need stronger safeguards. The cluster developments are
horrible. We need to encourage the conservation and not the cluster. Developers are too aggressive
when they interpreting the cluster rules. Clusters allow too much density.

234

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Preservation of rural. Adequate septic.

235

Farmland and undeveloped
areas, no more houses

Preserve flower mound and its natural areas, there is already way too much development.

236

Minimum 1 acre single-family
lots with conserved land and
restricted clearance for
building conserving as many
trees with 6" or greater trunk
diamerter on the lot as
possible

Priority should be given to conservation of existing forest, not providing space for buildings or other
development. Any development must conserve as much forest as possible.

237

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Privately owned larger lots are the best way to go. We do not want smaller lots and more houses in
our area.

238

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Prohibit the removal of trees except for the area directly under the home! Stop the clear cutting of
trees by developers.

239

Leave it alone. We need
wildlife and open spaces.
Trees are essential to our
lives.

Property owners have the right to sell their land. These rights should come with thoughts and
consideration of the future of the planet, the people and the wildlife and fauna.

240

Leave it alone. We need
wildlife and open spaces.
Trees are essential to our
lives.

Property owners have the right to sell their land. These rights should come with thoughts and
consideration of the future of the planet, the people and the wildlife and fauna.

241

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Protect the natural habitat
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242

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Quality of open space is important. Previous town council has squandered opportunities for land
conservation.

243

Farms/ ranches

Ranches / farms preserve beauty and rural charm- CONSERVE something special that can never be
gotten back

244

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Residential lots without conservation easements of 50-60% do not allow post oaks to regenerate for
future generations. Also wildlife is squeezed out.

245

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Ruin the special attributes of Flower Mound. Hurt animal habitats. Too much water, noise, health
pollution.

246

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Ruin the special attributes of Flower Mound. Hurt animal habitats. Too much water, noise, health
pollution.

247

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Ruins the beauty and character of Flower Mound! Would become another soulless suburb of North
Texas.

248

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Save the greenery and the animals !

249

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Save the trees and kill the cluster developments.

250

I would prefer to leave these
spaces undeveloped to
actually preserve the wildlife
and natural landscape. I
would not support changes to
the current zoning.

See above. I'd prefer it stay as it is.

251

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Septic requirements. No infrastructure like streets. Poor services like electric, water, internet

252

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

should be limited to single family lots to help maintain open spaces and minimize congestion.

253

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Since 1983 and until 2013, the Town recognized the ecological challenges and terrain and stormwater
issues from steep slopes leading into the lake. In 1994 the Master Plan got more specific as the Town
began to develop and required 2 acre or more straight zoning to reduce surface development. In 2001
the Town used a highly incentivized option of conservation development of one acre lots with TRUE
conservation cluster development (natural space remains natural) from 40-50% preserved open space.
The more, and smaller lots-especially with no lot size variations, the more difficult it is to site the lots to
maximally avoid negative consequences. Study the issues that have resulted from even the expansion
of FM1171, and other lots downstream. This area is unlike other undeveloped areas and requires a
special approach.

254

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Slope, topographical issues make smaller lots more difficult to drain properly. older devleopments in
ctcdd have issues that the town does not handle due to the infastructure not being code. I think the
town should handle the existing issues beore adding to the problem. as big as houses are, the footprint
is way big to put oin smaller lots with septic to work properly, especally so close to lake.

255

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Small lots, multiple developments do not fit this rural environment and destroy the natural protection
and attraction of this area . .

256

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Smaller lot sizes will increase the density of structures, traffic and people to this area taking away from
the Flower Mound's mission of keeping the area country/ rural.

Natural beautiful environment around us keep it Flower Mound Beautiful!
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257

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Smaller lots (less than one acre) coupled with loosening of the open space requirement will greatly
increase the housing density of this area. The Town residents that live here value the more rural/less
urban lifestyle we currently enjoy. That, coupled with the quality of the schools, are the primary
reasons we moved here back in 1987 and have remained ever since.

258

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Smaller lots do not align with the cultur, community or intent of the CTCDD

259

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Smaller lots with open space may be okay but no increase in density

260

I would like no more
development and keep it
conservation land.

Soil erosion, air pollution, noise pollution, high density

261

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Taking out trees and having homes on top of each other is a travesty

262

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

That would create too much traffic with limited access in and out of flower mound.

263

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The 2 acre minimum needs conservation land requirements. Flexible lot developments will constantly
push for variances to reduce lot sizes and percentage of conservation area.

264

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The 2 acre minimum option does not allow for public area and less than 1 acre option allows for lot
sizes that are smaller and one thing I love about Flower Mound is the large lot sizes that give it a more
rural feel.

265

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The acreage minimums are an outdated attempt to prevent the natural evolution and growth of our
town and the only people who care about these limits will be dead and gone in a decade, with only
their hard to sell oversized lots and fractured infrastructure in their wake.

266

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The Agricultural zoning (large family lots with no conserved land) is highly inappropriate for the
conservation district. As we were taught with Southgate, if given the go-ahead to parcel out land
without a portion protected, developers can and will clear cut trees and vegetation (may or may not ask
forgiveness later), fill in/level out natural topography, build at will, then attempt to replace the natural
elements they removed with young non-native vegetation and stone-lined "fountain" areas to serve as
water features. If we are honest, we must realize that even with large lots, the ecology and natural
balance within this district will be drastically and forever altered. If a portion of land is protected, it's
function to wildlife and unseen benefit to humans is also protected. These areas often act as an oasis
of sorts from the heat-generating nature of homes, air conditioners, and pavement. Not to mention
native species of plants that could be possibly hundreds of years old will be forever lost. Saving a
portion benefits us all.

267

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The appeal of Flower Mound for us was that it was not the north suburbs of Dallas. Let's keep it that
way.

268

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The attractiveness and appeal of Flower Mound is due to its natural spaces, wildlife and not being over
developed. Residents are not looking for another Southlake or Plano.

269

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The cluster developments are ruining the Crosstimbers Conservation District. The developers just want
to maximise their profits.

270

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The CTCDD is a special area. We need to consider that as we move forward.

271

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The CTCDD needs to be preserved as much as possible. Larger lots would allow for septic. If sewer is
allowed for smaller lots, then the CTCDD will eventually be destroyed.
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272

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The density with the current cluster developments is getting to be unwieldy. I live in one of those
cluster developments and am not sure approving a lot more of those is the right thing for the town. I
don't want to overload our roads and schools with too much density.

273

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The developments with conserved land are ALWAYS created with much higher number of houses than
ever forecast in the original planning. The whole reason for the development of the original master plan
was to preserve the more rural atmosphere and prevent overwhelming our roads and support services.

274

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The effect on the tree canopy and increased traffic on already crowded streets. Disruptive construction
of infrastructure especially sewage and water. Would effect my quality of life.

275

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The existing zoning rights should be preserved. Changing the rules at this point results in fewer options
for saving the trees and allowing for creative development.

276

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The fewer houses, Walmarts and CVSs the better! We like the rural character of the area. We don't care
how much money someone can make by paving it over with North Texas Sprall.

277

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The Flexible Single Family lot averaging 0.7 acres with conservation land currently guised as "cluster
development" in the current Development Plan lends itself to over development and potential abuse by
developers. Developers have already tried to take advantage of this aspect of the Development Plan.
As a former Planning and Zoning Commissioner of a major DFW metroplex suburb, I am well aware of
what drives these changes in Development Plans and it usually not the people who currently live in the
affected areas.

278

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The Flower mound Master plan has not been followed for years. This area out here was supposed to be
1+ acres and septic to preserve the land and density. So to make up for that I now think it should be
minimum 2 acres.

279

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The flower mound, grapevine, Lewisville, Denton area is a wild life Mecca and recreational
enhancement in an urban setting. The apartments that have sprung up, ex: all down international
parkway have change the air quality, the noise quality and beauty of the natural terrain. Animals and
trees are being displaced, the lakes are poorly kept up, trash is not monitored, etc. What sets this area
apart from sprawling boring urban developments is our rich and diverse open space. There is no tax
base that can replace the value of quick access to this for residents.

280

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The founders of Flower Mound set up the area to conserve the scenery, trees, meadows, and natural
settings.

281

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The higher density housing isn't offset by enough conservation land.

282

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The job of the CTCDD is to CONSERVE natural open space, not to force larger more expensive lots
covered in Bermuda grass and fences.

283

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The land was originally put into the trust for a reason, and I believe that reason was to provide wide
open spaces for Flower Mound. I am making some assumptions, but by introducing cluster
development, it would appear that the town is interested in foregoing the original intent of the trust.
In my opinion, I would rather have more land available than traffic and a cluster of homes and
apartments.

284

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The lands needs to be conserved. Think outside the box of developers. This town could be something
special if rural spaces were treasured. Larger lots to a developer mean even larger homes. Smaller lots
will still get a large home and they will put it lot line to line.

285

none

The large 2 acre lots doesn't help preserve anything. Those homeowners will just mow everything down
and plant sod on the full 2 acres.
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286

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The large lots have no conserved land.

287

Parks, and natural
environment with trees

The main objective is trying to keep Fower Mound from becoming a Plano or Irving. At some point we
need to stop clear cutting tress, taking away from our scenic beauty. We have so many step malls
sitting empty. Create an incentive to utilize that space. Keep our green spaces intact.

288

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The name speaks for itself. This land was designated to be "saved" as such. This land is needed and
necessary for wildlife on all levels, from bees to bibcats, as well as the obvious pleasing aesthetics.

289

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The open land is why we moved here. Smaller lots and less conservation is a slippery slope for future
plans.

290

You can't develop
conservation. You can only
preserve it. That means little
or no development.

The original Master Plan has been abandoned to satisfy the misguided pursuit of tax revenue and
developers, ie. destroyers of a very threatened Cross Timbers ecosystem. Fragmentation of Cross
Timbers ecosystems nationwide is rampant, mainly due to developers and unrealistic expectations of
infinite economic growth. It's time to say "ENOUGH". Stop destroying the last remnants of a once vast
type of ecosystem that is a tiny fraction of what it once was. The existing Cross Timbers is already
threatened as is our quality of life in this region. Soon the developers will make us into another Plano or
Frisco.

291

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The original master plan which we paid $millions to have done, one important intent of the CTCDD was
preservation of the natural rural acreage. Over the past couple of decades a significant portion of our
town's rurality and green space has been subjected to innumerable master plan amendments resulting
in over building of houses and apartments and warehouses. I think it is appropriate to try to SAVE the
CTCDD from a similar fate.

292

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum) with
conserved land.

The other alternatives don't specify how much land is under the "conserved land". The goal should be
to preserve the trees. But development continues to bulldoze the post oak trees and replace them
with little non native trees. Even the majority of Flower Mound parks have very little trees for shade
along the trails. Grapevine seems to keep more of their trees in the parks.

293

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The other development concepts appear to involve more land, however there is less open area NOT
developed and taken over by humans. The other two options interfere more with and take more land
away from wildlife. This will either crowd wildlife into areas where people will want to destroy it, or it
will make it unsustainable for wildlife to survive. Especially if flood planes become flooded and wildlife
need to migrate, or to find other areas to feed in, etc.
I attended a Town meeting where the development of Deer Path Road was a topic. It was disclosed in
that meeting that an environmental impact study was not done for the development before permits
were approved. Yet trees would be removed, and flood plane grounds would be taken away, so that of
Grapevine Lake rose, deer herds would be cut off from accessible grazing grounds.
Many residents opposed the development, asking for an environmental impact study to be done before
any building to begin. I spoke with a Town Council member after the meeting. He said that the Town
had to approve the building permits to avoid being sued by the development company, which they
could not afford. So, really, the people who spoke at the Town Council Meeting were in actuality just
being offered lip service by the Town with no hope of a change in the plans. This sure makes it look like
the developers win and the wildlife lose. Once their protected spaces are taken away, the wildlife will
either die out, or move on if they can find wild places to live. But we are taking more of their habitat
away.
I have been a resident of Flower Mound for 30 years living in Red Bud Point. I have watched the gradual
loss of more and more of the undeveloped areas and protection of the Post Oak Region. I moved here
because there were protections and a real effort to keep the land from turning into just another
Metroplex sub development border with strip malls and denuded of their nature.
A few weeks ago I rode my bicycle up Scenic Drive to 1171 and I noted posted signs for approval of a
Tree removal permit for the area west of Scenic Dr. and south of 1171. I hope this area is not the next
space to be ruined by development in order to raise the tax basis for Flower Mound.
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294

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The other developments are too dense and impact the natural open feel of the conservation spaces. I
would prefer to limit the number of large single family developments to ensure the preservation of the
natural spaces as much as possible.

295

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The other options seem less likely to conserve the land / trees.

296

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The other proposed developments would lead to a privileged, minority group whose special interests
would often be at odds with the overall maturation of the city. Smaller plots interspersed with open
spaces would, ideally, allow for much more diversity of populations and options in Flower Mound.

297

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The other types of development would be inappropriate if it does not preserve 50% of the
neighborhood as conserved open space. The 1-acre lots with 50% open space mentioned above would
be suitable, but the 2-acre lots would not be.

298

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The other types of development would encroach on the undeveloped areas that support numerous
kinds of wildlife in the Cross Timbers Conservation District.

299

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The overcrowding/traffic issues in densely populated situations is not the environment that attracted
my family to flower mound 25yrs ago. To introduce that scenario, at this time, is disingenuous and
unfair to current residents. The tax revenue potential does not override the attraction of more countrystyle living for current residents.

300

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The owners of the land have a right to use the land in whatever means they see fit.

301

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The reason we chose Flower Mound when we moved to Texas versus other areas is the vast farm land
and natural environment. It is so sad to see these areas being leveled (including trees and animals) and
massive apartments being built in their place. The amount of traffic is UNBELIEVABLY BAD wherever
you go anymore. Yet surprisingly our property taxes still continue to skyrocket.

302

Farm and ranch; parks

The residential lot sizes proposed does not allow any options for preserving the land in its natural state
(Corp of engineers, parks, etc), as well as does not allow any options for rural community (farms and
ranches) which is the origin of this city's identity and charm.

303

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The smaller cluster developments clear cut the land, remove all the trees, and cause irreversible
damage to the CTCDD. Also, smaller lots will result in sewer being required in the area in the long-term.
We should push for bigger lots, more park space for all residents, and maintain the Conservation district
for everyone.

304

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The spirit of the conservation district seems to be to preserve as much open space as possible.

305

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

The tree canopy needs to be preserved as much as possible. The Town of Flower Mound is considered
to be a tree city and as a result the maximum number of mature trees need to be preserved as the
town is the steward of this valuable natural resource. Developers are only interested in maximizing
profits at the expense of cutting down trees which impede building a house on a smaller lot. Replacing
100+ year old trees with smaller diameter trees is not within the best interest of the conservation
intent. The large tree canopy that we lost to build Riverwalk will never be replaced. The 100+ year old
oak that was cut down across from the Sonic on the corner of Churchill and Cross Timbers can never be
replaced but the eyesore of halted construction remains, years after the tree was cut down. This tree
only exists now in The Town of Flower Mound logo.

306

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

The western part of Flower Mound as well as the Bartonville area are known for their country charm
and open fields and equestrian neighborhoods.
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307

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

The western part of Flower Mound has beautiful views and vistas. Populating this area with roof tops
would destroy the character of this area. It would also contradict the current mission statement of the
town.

308

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

There is already too much development and we have lost so much greenery,

309

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

There is already too much over-building in Flower Mound. Clear cutting huge
swatches of land is not supporting conservation. Developers often "accidentally"
cut down trees that are suppose to be protected. This is not acceptable.

310

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

There is so little open space now. Too many houses which is causing too much traffic, overcrowding.
Even the supermarkets are empty because there are too many people. Any development should focus
on keeping the # of incremental families low. And usually the 'open space' in the 1 acre is not visible
from the street and not usable by the community.

311

Parks and open space
maintained by the city.

There should be no more residential or commercial development, instead the town needs more parks
and open spaces, places people can enjoy the outdoors. How about a skate board park, new trail
system, additional playgrounds, some splash pads, etc.

312

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

They create a higher density environment that reduces the natural tree concentration, eliminates
wildlife habitat, puts additional stress on an infrastructure that was designed for the existing plan and
opens the door for developer driven decisions that serve to reward further deviations.

313

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

They damage too much of the land and the green space that makes FM unique

314

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

They do not adequately preserve rural Flower Mound. This is a primary attraction of Flower Mound
over other communities such as South Lake.

315

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

This area need to stay country as we were told it would be. We do not have the means for the traffic
and people moved here for a reason, for it to stay quiet and not to be over crowded. I have lived in this
area for almost 40yrs and I am sick of all of these developers coming in and packing houses in. It is
getting over crowded and y'all won't listen to us!!!! Stop the building!!!!!

316

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

This area of Flower Mound has a lot of wildlife. Maintaining one acre lots with 50% open areas will
allow wildlife to roam freely and maintain the natural elements of the landscape. This also creates a
better standard of living for residents.

317

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

This is what the majority of lots in my and surrounding neighborhood. This was the design of the CTCDD
and this type development should be how this CTCDD area should be built out.

318

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

this just seems the best fit

319

Large single-family lots 2-acre
min, 50% conserved (less lots)

This survey's Large 2-acre lots have Zero conserved land. The name of the project is Conservation so
land should be conserved. Cramped lot sizes decreases privacy among neighbors.

320

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

This type of development better represents the initial blueprint vision for the Town of Flower Mound. It
provides tax base to grow while providing population density/traffic control in this sensitive area.

321

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

This type of development seems most appropriate to preserve habitat for flora, fauna and drainage it
the unique cross Timbers area.

322

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

To condensed.

323

Agriculture/Ranch

To conserve the ecosystem as much as possible this area should promote land uses that derive
economic value with minimal change or structural developments where wildlife can continue to coexist.
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This is also in line with the town attributes that attract mose residents to the area. Open spaces that
feature cattle or equestrian usage.
324

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

To maintain the country feel of Flower Mound the development should be required to a 2 acre
minimum.

325

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

To preserve the ecology and appeal of this nature centered area a minimum of 1 acre lots with
preservation of the large trees needs to be enforced. We had 2 houses built in our neighborhood who
cleared all the trees and built on less than . 5 acre and it has caused water run off issues for neighbors.
In addition a house was approved to be built on a corner lot that is less than an acre and our required
aerated sewer system in our neighborhood is going to be an issue due this house because there isn't
sufficient open land for the sewage to be disposed of. We are predicting that their sewage water will
run down our road when it is completed. These are just a few examples of why the requirements of a
minimum of an acre lot to build on is important.

326

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Too high of density for preservation land

327

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Too large...estate vs subdivision

328

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Too many homes, no open spaces and puts too many cars on our already busy overcrowded roads.

329

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Too many houses

330

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Too many houses being built and the town is losing it's balance of a country feel. What is going to
happen to the ranches, livestock, and conservation of land for wildlife? I am disappointed in the route
we are going. Seems like that beautiful scenic drive down 1171 is going to disappear, what a shame.

331

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Too many people now. Don't need any more. By keeping the required lot size at a 2 acre minimum with
NO conservation ground, it will keep the Town of Flower Mound and its associated bureaucracy out of
the residents lives.

332

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Too much commercial building as well as apartments. Need more of a country/small town feel, not a
big city. Don't turn us in to Southlake.

333

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Too much commercial development and not enough thought given to preserving the land, streams and
wildlife. The apartment complexes and strip malls are not conducive to maintaining population growth
and traffic control.

334

None of the above. We need
more open space. Too much
growth in favor of Developers
that destroyed the natural
environment.

Too much concrete and not enough good soil for the environment to thrive. It's too crowded. Nearly
impossible to drive as it was before all this growth, apartments. We don't need more developers! 2499
is horrible to drive! Walking down Morris, 2499, and Flower Mound Road is suicide! Driving by the
school on Morris is also horrible! Our ecosystems are at risk! Concrete is worse than plastics! Concrete
entomb vast tracts of fertile soil, constipate rivers, choke habitats and – acting as a rock-hard second
skin. Concrete has a colossal carbon footprint! You people on Town Council should spend more time in
our beautiful Public Library and do more research before shaking hands with those come to Town with
their circus act with their deep pockets. The Flim Flam Man sells the Town on ideas that sucks the life
of its residents. I suggest you all read articles on "Concrete the most destructive material on earth!"

335

No development

Too much development in the area as it is. It should keep the conserved space as it is with no
development.

336

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Traffic is already more than our roads can handle.
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337

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Two acre Ag zoned lots, that do not require or set aside land for conservation, are no longer needed in
the CTCDD. The CTCDD is too precious of a resource and have to be protected by stringent rules. Two
acre lots, with no restrictions, can quickly deplete the CTCDD, destroy trees and the scenic beauty of
the area. This is evident in the many of the multi-acre properties in the CTCDD. Many of these
properties become eye-sores and diminish the properties around them.

338

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Two acre lots are too restrictive

339

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Two acre lots keep the integrity of the country setting

340

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Two acre lots limit open spaces. Cluster development allows for too many houses per 100 acres.

341

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

Two acre lots will destroy any idea of protected open space and will chew up the crosstimbers at a
rapid pace.

342

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Undeveloped spaces are essential to maintaining our lifestyle and the value of our property.

343

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Until highway 377 is expanded, we would be creating a nightmare of congestion for Flower Mound
residents who travel west. We are already over burdening 377.

344

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

Violates the traditional environment of this area.

345

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Want to preserve as much open, natural beauty as possible while providing adequate housing
opportunities.

346

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

want to preserve open space

347

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We are concerned with the increase of traffic, roads infrastructures and Police and Fire support, schools
from ANY additional multi family dwellings or less than an acre lots. Our roads are beginning to
deteriorate now with the increase in traffic over the last five years.

348

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We are interested in preserving the rural living environment that has made Flower Mound a perfect
place to live. We are not interested in high density housing or "conserved land" that could eventually be
used for other purposes.

349

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We bought our property because of the extra land and ability to have our choice of animals .

350

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We chose to live on the west end of Flower Mound for its more country feel but close enough to
amenities for us. The only other type of development I think is appropriate to keep this feel is the
agricultural zoning. Anything else would invite more congestion and we would lose the "country" feel.

351

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We didn't move to FM because we didn't want to live in high density. We moved away from Irving but
FM is starting to look like where we moved from. We don't need all these darn apartments and zero lot
line homes. It's becoming too congested.

352

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We do not need multifamily spread or mix use in this area. There are other areas already set aside for
that

353

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We don't want Flower Mound to be more developed. What the town has already allowed to be
developed is enough.

Less than one acre lots is too dense
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354

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We have a master plan. We need to stick to it. Conserve the land. Stop the higher density home
building. Once there’s a plan for development don’t allow continuous changes and amendments that
erode the original intent.

355

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We have already encroached on the wildlife near the lake and in the wooded areas of Flower Mound.
The beauty of living here, and the reason most of us moved here, is due to the feeling of space and
nature.

356

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We have already lost many species of birds wild turkeys deer and other wildlife because of
development the thing that makes the area unique is the large lots and the ability to keep Horses and
other large animals on our properties this is what's bringing the larger houses with more value to tax

357

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We have enough homes. We are losing the countryside.

358

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We have lived in our home for 22 years. We love it and one of the reasons why is the peace and quiet.
Seeing wildlife and not being on top of our neighbors. The traffic and congestion is a big concern with
reducing lot sizes. We would consider 1 acre lots with common areas. But nothing smaller.

359

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We have plenty of commercial development in other areas of Flower Mound

360

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We love the area we live in and moved here because of the better air qualitiy and water. We are
against more traffic congestion (377 ) and noise.

361

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We move to Flower Mound 30 years ago because of the rural feel. We are not in favor of new
developments. We would like to see our green space as is!

362

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We moved here because of the low density. We will move if it is destroyed

363

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We moved here in 1995 due to the rural environment.

364

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We moved to Flower Mound, as did the vast majority of our neighbors, for the sole reason that that
there is an amount of space that provides real country living in a vibrant, growing community. Yes the
space comes at a premium, however it's what makes Flower Mound 'the' place to live, and well worth
it! Flower Mound is not Plano, Coppell, or Grapevine.

365

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We need land set aside from development in order to maintain open area for wildlife.

366

Flexible single-family lot sizes
(average 0.7-acres) with
conserved land

We need to conserve natural spaces. The first option does not indicate any conservation.

367

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We need to do a better job of preserving our tree canopy in FM. Currently developers come in, bull
doze the trees and then abandon the project. Also allowing flexibility in lot sizes will only lead to
smaller lots and an increased population.

368

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We need to keep some rural area. Flower Mound already has too much traffic. We don't need more.
Roads are impassable.

369

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We need to keep the west side of Flo Mo open and conserve as much land as possible.

370

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We need to preserve the open spaces as much as possible so we don't end up like another Frisco/Plano.
Most of us moved here at some point because Flower Mound had many open spaces. Developers can
look to built at Lakeside.
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371

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We need to preserve the rural nature of the west end of Flower Mound, from Flower Mound Road to
377. If we want an alternative to one acre lots with protected conservation space, I suggest two acre
lots. Dense housing won’t be attractive. The Toll Bros development on Flower Mound Road, Chimney
Rock, Montalcino, and Tour 18 are the models we should insist on developers following. Recreation
activities do not appear to be a proper conservation activity. Conservation to me means leaving the
ground in its natural state as much as possible.

372

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We need to save the trees.

373

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We purchased in this area at a considerable cost to have feel of country living. We understood future
growth was possible but understood that would be 2 acre lots with possible golf course, stable etc.
Never was it indicated that apartments, small lot housing and warehousing was part of plan for this
area. We wonder when the Town decided it wanted to place mass development over the award
winning Town we have.

374

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

we should stop building in flower mound. it is full now.

375

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

We should try and conserve as much of the land as possible.

376

Conserved land for nature
and heavily wooded areas.

We should uphold our city's motto and maintaining its beauty and nature in preserving land for our
wildlife and greenery. Our conserved land is this city's heart.

377

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

We want the CTCDD to be preserved for the purpose of protecting open spaces, scenic vistas, heavily
wooded areas, and natural features.

378

Love the open land and less
congestion it brings

We will have too much traffic issues, atmosphere changes, issues with current wildlife and livestock by
the other types of proposed developments.

379

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

What happened to the 1 acre zoning, as we were led to believe was part of FM's 2000 Master Plan?
That Master Plan was very expensive!!! FM just kept selling out to developers.

380

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

When choosing to move to FM 25+ years ago the natural space and 1 acre+lots of West FM were the
primary reasons. The Smart Growth plan protected wildlife and drew in families to support the tax
base. High density rooftops will ruin FM and make us just like crowded, densely populated, noisy,
polluted, unhealthy and undesirable as surrounding DFW cities. Developers who want mixed use, high
density, with green space and nature preservation as an after thought need not apply. Protect OUR
Town of Flower Mound!!

381

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

While I fully recognize the needs for, benefits from, and fairness to property owners to develop some of
the beautiful open areas that now make me nearly a 40 yr resident; we firmly believe that one acre min
lots is the most compatible zoning to preserve the unique Flower Mound character that has raised the
attractiveness and desiresbility of the whole town. As higher density mixed use development occurs
from the west; it is important that this area retains the distinctive character as the population grows
and traffic along FM 1171 increases to it's capacity. Our vision needs to be 20 years from now when
visitors and new residents can recognize that those leaders (you) really cared about this town more
than the interest of developers who are then long gone

382

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Wildlife and natural beauty are important

383

Large single-family lots (2acre minimum)

WILDLIFE needs space

384

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

will get too crowded and quality of our rural life will suffer
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385

Minimum 1-acre single-family
lots with conserved land

Would like to maintain the small town/bedroom community/rural vibe feel that Flower Mound is
desired for while staying far away from high density housing that will bring an excessive amount of
traffic and congestion.

386

Opposed to development of
land for residential use.

Yes. Preservation of land over privatized land development is imperative to maintaining city image and
status quo.

Question 11 – ‘Other’ Responses
“Select all types of public recreation that would be appropriate within the CTCDD.”
The following list includes all ‘other’ responses to the question above. Please note, it is possible respondents could have
selected from the list and included an ‘other’ response.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Additional library location
All of the above should be in the arsenal! Open space for the sake of open space is West Texas....!
Allow parks to be used how the town wants to use them
Any park area is good
Archery range, primitive tent camping, hunting
Community pools, splash pads
Dedicated hiking trials that prohibit motor vehicles of any kind and bikes
Dedicated park
Dirt
Dirt bike trails
Homes. need to build homes to pay for all the above that you want. Tax dollars are spread thin as it is.
I think all are options if it's not causing heavy traffic in residential neighborhoods or in wildlife protected areas
I understand that parking areas (porous surfaced), restrooms, etc., Will be necessary to support recreational use of the conserved area, but
feel it is important to discourage it from becoming an urban-fringe retreat that is overrun by loud groups of revelers and their heaps of
empty beer cans
Leave it open space
Let homeowners decide
Low impact, open space unprogrammed recreation off FM1171 and careful consideration to higher intense uses adjacent to FM roads
Minimally invasive structures
Native prairie or monarch station sections, to benefit the environment and for education of public
Natural hiking/walking trails
None, I like it the way it is
Outdoor amphitheater
Pavilions without grills, informational markers and treasure hunt' maps. Please no more sports fields, we are not Plano.
Pickle ball
Pickle ball courts
Pickle ball courts, street safety lanes for bikers
Promote high access but low maintenance infrastructure to reduce reoccurring cost. Promote public/private partnerships (vendors) to
provide additional income to support ongoing maintenance and improvements to public areas. Naming rights is an easy one for instance.
Retail & grocery stores
Short, par 3 golf course. Could be as little as 3-5 holes with multiple tees
Soft surface 400 meter running track
Soft trails - dirt, field archery
Splash pads and water features - I mean seriously our parks are lame compared to Grapevine/Colleyville and North/South Lake
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Question 13 – ‘Other’ Responses
“Select all types of outdoor lighting that would be appropriate in association with public recreation activities within the
CTCDD. Image 9 lettering corresponds with answer choices.”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

9

put lights where they are needed to protect people and deter crime - this isn't rocket science.
Utilizing dark sky lighting to limit light pollution.
Only lighting that meets DarkSky.org criteria.
Dark sky lighting. All lighters point down.
Dependent on proximity to houses
Shaded for low light-pollution impact. Not LED or florescent since many people have trouble seeing in this form of low lighting.
If our city wrongly chose to develop on the conserved land we should only develop heavily wooded trails and enforce no access at night
and minimal lighting to maintain our scenic home.
All the above if used appropriately.
City should NOT have this additional cost added to its bills that will have to be recovered by an increase in property taxes.
Day use and primitive camping only do not require lighting to be provided.
I like it the way it is
Light Pollution Bad
Lighting invites night activity in an otherwise peaceful rural community
Little to very low lighting so we can still see the stars at night.
Minimal safety/security lights within the district. Perhaps on motion sensors.
Minimal, allowed to be turned off mostly except when actually used
Neighborhood should decide what’s appropriate for them and facilities in their vicinity.
No Electricity and no outdoor lighting in a 'conservation district' if conservation is what you are going for. Leave the animals be.
No extra lighting in the neighborhood. Daytime use of trails and park imo.
No light pollution
No lighthing
No lighting
no lighting
no lighting.
No lighting.
no outdoor lights
None
none
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None it’s all for the developmental purposes.. don’t want high density!
none of the above
None.
None. The wildlife need the darkness.
One of the environmental benefits is the lack of lights for the animals
You need to differentiate the question to along main roads to within CTCDD

See appendix B, page 62, for image.
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Question 18 – Respondent Statements
“Please describe your perception of the value the Cross Timbers Conservation Development District brings to residents.”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

80%
Not at all,
1 ac min with conservation or min 2 ac
1acre lot minimum
A Balance of our natural environment with strategic development.
A large part of the charm of Flower Mound is the natural landscape that gives the feel of a less dense, countryside community away
from the DFW metroplex. It's important to retain those qualities and characteristics while developing new housing areas.
A lot of value. I lived in FM for years and now in Double Oak. The development and traffic is out of control. This is no longer the quiet,
rural area it used to be. Trees are being torn down and big houses crammed on tiny lots everywhere you turn. It's sad and no longer
makes this a desirable area.
A more peaceful and country like atmosphere to get away from city.
A safe place for individuals and family to enjoy the outdoors in a natural native setting. Peaceful without all the noise of traffic.
Addressing the issues of: concrete heat islands with increased water runoff, loss of air cleansing existing old growth trees ( like those in
Timber Creek area), conserving places for observing birds and other wildlife and reduction in noise and light pollution; and mostly,
how to convert these concerns into politically and public ally acceptable actions.
Adheres to the Flower Mound mission statement thus preserving the heart and soul of the town.
Again the larger lots and open fields are part of what this part of Flower Mound is known for and how it was developed in the past.
Changing all that now would completely change the feel of this area and would only really have an advantage for the developer.
All of this development is wrecking this town. You will have more residents so therefore more commerce and more tax revenue. Ok,
then we become frisco, Plano etc. It's despicable that our local government is destroying our beautiful cross timber's by over
developing. Pitiful what you are allowing to happen
Allowing for variation outside of prescribed regulations dilutes that master plan and will be taken advantage of by developers who do
not have land conservation as a priority.
Allowing more of the natural landscape and inhabitants to remain and reducing the 'concrete creep' in the area
Allows residents to influence the trajectory of development in the community.
Allows the Town logo to remain pertinent.
Almost all of Flower Mound has been developed, this is very sad & West Flo Mo is next because we have not had any town leadership
to prevent this. The road (1171) was widened to handle increased traffic for existing development in Argyle, Roanoke & huge housing
developments west of 377. The road (1171) CAN NOT handle add'l large scale development. I see that you have really already made up
your mind due the the rezoning signs that are everywhere between Tour 18 & 35 W. Why you are asking us our opinion I do not know,
it does not appear that the city cares about anything other than growth & $$$. So Sad.
An area protected to protect the native habitat and foundation of Flower Mound. These questions are difficult to totally understand
with my limited knowledge.
An area protected to protect the native habitat and foundation of Flower Mound. These questions are difficult to totally understand
with my limited knowledge.
Any additional developments will negatively impact the air quality and increase traffic congestion/noise. We have seen how new
development in Area 1 has worsen water absorption and disrupting wild life habitat. We move to FM recently because of its beautiful
rural setting. This is very unique to FM and we need to preserve its beauty and uniqueness.
Apparently they serve as a tag sale for developers with little concern for true conservation. They do not know how to say no and they
are NOT looking out for my interests in the least.
Appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback.
Area keeps Flower Mound from looking like Plano
As a 4YR resident of FM, I am very concerned with the explosion of growth taking place in FM. The country setting quintessential that
Cross Timbers enjoyed just 4yrs ago is quickly dissipating, it is up to the residences of this great town to protect our land.
As I noted earlier, the open rural aspect of Flower Mound's western area was a contributing factor in locating here. I think the CTCDD is
highly valuable to the Town's overall appeal and concept.
As much open, conserved space as possible to maintain the rural atmosphere.
As the original plan it's very valuable. As you're suggesting, not at all
attracts home buyers, and builders who arent out for just profits
Being able to get out into nature is a key to understanding the environment. When you understand it you are more willing to protect it.
Best stewardship of natural habitats for the wildlife as well as residents.
better quality of life
Better quality of life, lots of outdoor activities for the town residence to enjoy.
Cluster homes are a huge problem so its the hopes that the CTCDD actually recognizes and protects our neighborhoods from cluster
homes
Common spaces are good for community.
Compared to other communities the Larger lot size and conservation areas make this area more desirable and enjoyable to live. This
prevents overcrowding. People that come visit are always impressed with the area and land use just as we were when we discovered
the area. Even though we love our neighborhood, if Flower Mound chose to add high density housing we would most likely relocate and
buy acreage outside of the city limits.
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Conservation development maintains that Country feel to the community. And maintain some level of traffic on our roads that is safe to
travel for our families.
Conserved land and developments need to maintain the overall asthetics of the area. Lots that are too small and clustered housing,
even with open space, still looses the overall look. And, large lots that can then be devoid of all natural look and wildlife protections are
not acceptable at all even though they meet the meaning. There needs to be a balance of growth, asthetics and wildlife protection to
be valid.
Conserving nature, green space and a unique way of life is invaluable! Considerable thought went into the 2000 Smart Growth plan.
Keep the 2013 Cluster development allowances to a minimum. If developers are allowed to crowd in more rooftops then the token
green space will be over run and not natural as intended.
Conserving the natural beauty of the land increases the desirability of the area thus protecting the great rural town of Flower Mound.
create more accessible open space and connectivity between the spaces. this is what makes FloMo special and not another plano or
lewisville.
Cross Timber Conservation gives people who live out here the open space housing we enjoy. There is a reason we all bought out
here...open space within the Town the thing that makes Flower Mound special and is what differentiate Flower Mound from Plano or
Frisco.
Cross Timbers Conservation Development District is outdated.....Land has become very expensive because of the district rules therefore
driving house prices beyond reach for many....flexibility is very important to the district. Value us driving lot sizes/prices whereby the
justification is not reality in the market or use! The planning and zoning needs to be reestablished to meet todays marketplace and not
just reserve land.
Cross Timbers ecosystems are under attack by development nationwide. Not to mention that this whole area drains into Lake
Grapevine and development by it's very nature will feed pollutants into the system faster because of the increased concrete and
asphalt coverings that replace the existing grassland and trees.
Cross Timbers?
CTCDD creates a unique environment on the west side of town that sets us apart from most every other community in the area. Its
current native features can never be replicated once they are lost so we must proceed with extreme caution before we allow it to
become too dense or too commercial.
CTCDD is here to help keep Flo Mo's relaxed country feel with lower density housing and open green space for local residents to enjoy.
Other areas designated for open parks and sports facilities should be placed where there is the least impact on residential traffic and
noise. The CTCDD should protect our natural wildlife habitat areas from development with possible overlooks into the areas.
Currently high value..if changes are made...then no value
Currently there is a Cross Timbers Trail that meanders through uncultivated land that has native plants, shrubs, and trees. This has
untold value to not only the folks that visit, but the wildlife; birds, bees and butterflies. Keeping the conserved land at this level would
be of great value to the people as well as the environment.
Desirability of the town for current and future residents. Currently very unhappy with the ability of developers to reduce lot size in
areas of no sewage service.
Developers only have to win once to destroy our ambience. Residents have to win every time. Here we go again.
Development brings ZERO overall added value! The revenue simply ofsets the expenses. Development brings traffic and reduced quality
of life. If we need more tax revenue, I will gladly accpet a tax increase. I would prefer a huge tax increase to more development. Stop
destroying Flower Mound with more development!
Development is the opposite of conservation.
Do not need more development. Chose to live in Flower Mound because it was more like a country side. More development will not
help.
Do our part in preserving green space and an ancient forest instead of over development.
Don't want cookie cutter 2 acre lots. Conservation areas with CTCDD are so much more appealing.
Draws higher quality construction and people.
Due Diligence! Put PEOPLE who live here FIRST! Pay attention to the news regarding failures from other parts of TX and other
cities/states. "Take the floods in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina and Houston after Harvey, which were more severe because
urban and suburban streets could not soak up the rain like a floodplain, and storm drains proved woefully inadequate for the new
extremes of a disrupted climate." How ARE our storms drains? By the way, all the things that attracted me to Flower Mound no longer
exist! Out of the 3 I selected, the only good thing I can say is KUDOS to our Police & Fire Departments.
Eco. A place to go to escape concrete
Enhanced value due to the preservation of a more natural environment yielding less environment disturbances and promoting wildlife.
Ensures keeping the integrity of the lower density area of our town.
Ensures preservation of the rural feel of the area. We have only one chance to ensure this, once developed there is no going back.
Extreme value
Extremely important to preserve habitation for our wildlife.
Extremely valuable
Extremely valuable to conserve land and trees native to this area!
Fairly week because bigger lots with mowed lawns the destroys habitat is harmful
Flower mound has a history of conserving the natural beauty of the land. The only issue is that much of it is cut off by high traffic roads
with no walk ways (which is improving). I would be welcome to projects that extend the pedestrian exploring type activities to enjoy
nature and also have access to common needs such as drinking water and restrooms. The market street project at 2499 and 1171 is a
terrific example and so is the new hospital. Now just figure out how to connect these projects so that we can access these on foot if we
wish.
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Flower Mound has a unique feel than the rest of the towns and cities in DFW. It is set apart by the use of land and the wide open
spaces. We don't want to be Frisco so any changes should reflect the look and feel of the town's character. Beautiful trees, salvaged
nature and wide open spaces.
Flower Mound has a very unique opportunity to preserve the natural terrain of Texas’s Cross Timbers. Almost daily trees are destroyed
and houses are squeezed onto pieces of land (not adhering FM’s 2000 Master Plan). We are following California’s cue of more
concrete, more concrete, more concrete. Don’t expect a different scenario. We love Flower Mound for its natural setting and open
spaces. (Resident since 1980)
Flower Mound has been country living near the big cities. Convenience of the big cities. It's away from the congestion and traffic, but
we can get to everything we need or want in a reasonable amount of time.
Flower Mound has crazy traffic so you not mass producing more homes/apartments and retail strips means it won't be getting worse
and worse. We moved here because we liked the open space in western Flower Mound and thought that was the vision of the town as
well.
Flower mound has leaned too hard towards over population - giving incentives looks good on paper but their are loop holes and the
heart of the agreements are not kept
flower mound is a desirable place to live. Future residents will pay a premium so no need to give breaks to developers.
Flower Mound is it's open space. With increase property values and consequent property tax, land owners have the right to sell. This
transitions the responsibility of maintaining flower mound open space from individual land owners to the town/community. A well
thought out plan will aid this transition to benefit everyone.
Flower Mound should continue to keep the best interest of the environment at heart. Any plans should attempt to have the least
amount of disturbance on the plant and wildlife population.
Flower Mound was founded on the idea that all homes would be 1-2 acre per house. A thousand amendments since then, Saves our
town from more over development- concrete and problem of water runoff. We are maxed out now with increased traffic and no road
solution. We have such a treasure. How sad to see it so quickly fading away. Lets do our part and be a leader in making our town
greener!! And, we need to make it mandatory for all our roadside be planted with flower.
Flower mound's charm has always been its easy going country feel. We do not need to become another Frisco or Plano
For the people of Flower Mound
Four years ago we moved into a pre-existing home in the Cross Timbers Conservation Development District. The District is unique for
obvious reasons. I am aware that large landowners would on occasion wish to monetize there asset but the District holds potential
development to very high standards. We moved here for that very reason. The District is a selling point to Flower Mound's and helps
maintain the relatively high property values in the non-District parts of the Town. The District sets Flower Mound apart from other large
DFW suburbs. Lose the unique aspects of the District and the Town of Flower Mound is just as ubiquitous as all the other sprawling
DFW suburbs. The Planning Department has been given a District to protect and be proud of, don't yield to the commercial interests of
developers that don't live here.
Frankly, this is all that is left of Flower Mound. If a portion is not conserved now, we cannot pry it back once developed. We moved here
so very long ago partly due to a strong master plan that valued conservation. To give it up now is to lose what is still unique about
Flower Mound and turn it into another Frisco or Plano. The value this district brings to residents is literal value (homes that are
surrounded with unspoiled nature retain their value extremely well compared to those an arm's reach from their neighbor), as well as
the value of showing respect for the land and animals that sustain us all.
Fresh air, open spaces and views, wildlife, trees.
Gives a country feel to residents and allows wildlife to exist in the area.
Great as long as the original home Brent is upheld
Great value, just leave the land alone please
Green space
Green space is very important to our community. A healthy tree canopy, fewer people, and more space is what we want for our town.
Green spaces
Green spaces which provide relief to the eye and places to walk or bike =in nature, without such high density that the traffic noise spoils
the beauty.
Greenery. Lot a crowded city environment.
Greenspace will make our town unique. Being in or near a natural setting helps to calm residents and fight depression. See forest
bathing. People recognize that they need nature for their mental health.
Hard to say.....seems we will see over the next several years.
Have been living in Flower Mound since 2004 and the deployment is getting too crazy. We relocated here drawn to the open spaces
and natural beauty. Live very close to proposed areas and do not want the apartments developments in this area.
Healthy communities have public space to get outside and enjoy nature together. Trails, fishing, picnic and camping spaces make for a
happy, healthy people and desirable living communities that maintain their value. Please consider Grapevine, TX as a model and leave
ample open but usable space for all residents of Flower Mound.
Helps maintain our property value and long term quality of homes.
Higher mortgage rates, more traffic, more road issues/accidents, more foot traffic in shopping areas, more children in are already filled
schools. Driving down cross timbers is the most beautiful part of flower by developing it you are destroying a iconic part of flower
mound.
Highly valuable due to the natural area, trees, land and open spaces.
Highly valuable- please keep pushing for green spaces it's so important as we can continue to more densely populate the area
Highly valuable. It leaves the town's highly regarded character while allowing for growth.
Home value, quality of life
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Home values, quality of life, beauty of the town we call home.
Honestly I feel that the town has given up the desire to stay small town feel. The entire area near Lakeside has completely destroyed
any type of notion that the town would want to conserve anything resembling a small town and country feel.
Hope it is a voice!
Hopefully it will keep Flower Mound 's rural atmosphere. That is a HUGE draw for many residents.
How about leaving some land in and around Flower Mound undeveloped. Seems the Master Plan has been abandoned and that is a real
shame.
I am absolutely against, against any more development of any kind in Flower Mound. When I moved here in 2002 it was an area that I
dearly loved for its openness. In the 20 years I have been here I have seen so much development that the time will come when all of
these areas will not succeed. Living in the suburbs of Chicago I have seen the eyesore an empty strip mall looks like. The more
development the more traffic. Do you honestly feel we need more development? I cannot think of one thing this town is missing we
have too much, too much, too much of everything.
I am for it simply because of the level of communication. I come from a DNA family that unfortunately includes people like my older
sister's ex husband Mitch gershman..he once was COO of the Washington redskins (now football). My sister seemed to be against our
local church here "Shiloh Church" (she said months ago "they were responsible for Tony's soul" (Tony is my husband). At my highest
level of thinking, I think the real issue is jobs. Why? About a year ago my dad told me "Jared (Mitch's son) makes 80k to 100k driving
around dogs for Uber" ..I see a network that used to feed from attending parties with Katie Holmes and maybe Tom cruise..now it
needs money without the work ethic.
I am interested in preserving habitat for important native species and deeply concerned about the effect that overdevelopment has on
them. And frankly sick of this urban sprawl and greedy, lazy clear cutting of trees that has been allowed in Flower Mound. I'm happy to
pay higher taxes for less development.
I am not happy with over developed land. Been here 6 years now and the development is getting worse each year. How many new
houses do you need? Ridiculous in my opinion.
I believe it creates significant value to the town; it's what separates Flower Mound from any other suburban areas around DFW. The
natural Texas landscape and wide-open areas on the western side of town make it feel like both a rural, scenic town and a great
suburban city.
I believe protecting the ancient forest is important to the community's identity and protecting the environment, in general. The
primary goal should be protecting the specimen trees.
I believe that the needs for affordability could help expand the Town's reach if there were more slightly dense developments with more
open space options.
I believe the cluster developments to date make clear what a total abortion this whole concept is. Huge houses on small lots where the
only yard space has an aerobic septic system sprinkler for children to play under.
I choose to live in Flower Mound because:
1- the natural beauty of the land and the trails and parks that allow me experience that beauty on a regular basis
2-Proxcimity to shopping, restaurants, DFW Airport, and it's central location in the metroplex
I do not believe it's valuable - I believe it is antiquated and contradictory to the basic needs and viability of our town. Unless you want
to create a little retirement community in the middle of the metro we need to stop with these nonsense boomisms and let our city
GROW
I do not like the portion of the CTCDD that requires the use of septic systems to dispose of human waste. There doesn't seem to be a
good reason why we can't have rural atmosphere and a sewer system. Since the TRA wastewater treatment plant on 377 was upgraded
several years ago the no sewer rule may be outdated.
I do not think I can put a price on it. The value is great on so many fronts. From the individuals and families that reside in the CTCDD,
our city, our state, our country, and the wildlife that thrives in the CTCDD, everyone and everything gains.
Monetary value is obvious as property and home values rise. Many benefit! As North Texas continues to grow in population,
maintaining open spaces will be more difficult.
I ask that we find a balance that allows open spaces to exist and thrive while also allowing the city to properly manage growth.
I don’t believe the public needs to have access to the conserved area in a development unless it fits what has been developed.
I believe that the CTCDD helps preserve the rural feel of our beautiful town. We moved here because the town made us feel like we
were living in Texas and not just some other random city in anywhere USA. We love driving down 1171 and seeing the cattle, buffalo,
horses, ponds, trees, goats, llamas etc.
Keep the light levels low so we can still see the � stars at night � big and bright � deep in the heart of Texas. �
I don't have enough information to give an appropriate response.
I don't see any benefit to the residents of Flower Mound as a whole to develop the CTCDD unless it's developed as a conservation area
in its entirety as a recreation area. The only people who will benefit from the development are the developers and the city with the
taxes they will glean.
I dont see much value in land that isnt mine or that i cannot step on. flexibility of development options should be maintained.
I don't think people realize what value it has if they want to build it up. If Flower Mound was a conservation town, it would add to the
value that we already have. We moved here and out this far to get away from the hustle and bustle, yet we're close enough to Dallas
and Ft Worth. It’s beautiful, relaxing and quiet. Between LISD and our serene neighborhood, who could ask for more. It’s good to be
differentI feel it's important to leave large areas untouched for natural habitat as well as to preserve the natural beauty of the landscape. To
allow people to enjoy that natural habitat through the use of trails, but opposed lighting as that will disturb the natural habitat as well
as the surrounding homes.
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I feel it's purpose is to 'conserve' as much of our rural land as possible. It's the reason most of us in west F.M. are here. We moved
here...out here because it is beautiful and country like.
I frankly don't think every development requires a park. There are parks all over the town already
I have a general distrust of developers in Flower Mound, and given the fact that we are constantly modifying our master plan to meet
their needs/greed. Once we loose/give away this area to development, there is no going back it is gone forever. I feel like this is just
another attempt to chip away at the district in favor of developers that are only concerned with how many homes they can build.
I have friends and coworkers who talk about how nice Flomo is because of all the ranches and open land. I know that land won't always
be open but it doesn't have to be congested. What we did with lakeside is terrible. All we get is apartment canyons.
The center of our town's is a tree in an open space. With a horse next to it. I would prefer we keep flower mound desirable by sticking
to that ideal.
I have no perception. I mean how much sales tax revenue or housing demand is driven by people wanting to visit the Ceoss Timbers?
I know it's a business and everyone wants to make money. Bringing the area smaller lots and less conservation will eventually lead to an
exodus of those residents that moved here for the opposite. Your town makeup will change an become an extension of Lewisville.
I like the master plan. Let's stick to it.
I moved here because of the ctcdd. More of a country feel over 31 years ago.
I moved here for reasonable housing cost. That's not even on the list below. The Conservation district is supposed to bring value to the
Town as a whole, through preservation of the Cross Timbers Forest and our green spaces. Now it only brings value in terms of millions
of dollars to landowners and to developers. The Town gives these greedy developers every incentive to make prices high so only ultra
wealthy people can afford these properties. I was shocked to hear a developer last year refer to the CTCDD as the preservation of the
scenic drive along FM 1171. I've lived here since 1993 and that's the first time I've heard that. If it's true, the Town made that change
without me knowing. The area to the west was supposed to be for acreage neighborhoods, not JUST conservation developments. The
Town has changed so much and not for the better. These dense clustered neighborhoods are a travesty as is Lakeside. DENSE - Choked
with Traffic - Too much like Plano. The lots in Town Lake are smaller in the newest phases, but the prices are $500,000 higher than
when the development started. All of the conservation neighborhoods in town, regardless of lot size or location, have homes assessed
at one million plus, which makes the taxes unaffordable as the population ages. It is possible to conserve the beauty to the west
without making every neighborhood a clustered concept with large conservation areas and home prices in the millions. The value
should be to all of us, not just the ultra wealthy. Our children cannot afford to live here and neither can our parents. And now the taxes
are so high that soon most of us will be unable to live here as well. All you will have is a bunch of California transplants who will change
the whole character of this community. I'm extremely disappointed in the direction of our Town.
I moved here to feel like I'm living in the country, but still have access to modern conveniences. I would like to keep it that way and
worry that local farm land will turn into more crowded subdivisions, especially those Will smaller size lots that may devalue my home
I oppose any form of residential development in favor of maintaining what's literally the final frontier of Flowermound/highland
village/Lewisville. We love that there's still a rural small town atmosphere and it’s why we moved to this part of Flowermound. Don’t
Frisco or Flowermound - please!
I perceive the CTCDD more focused on development than conservation. We do not need another Collin County!
I support public parkland in the Cross Timbers ONLY if the areas remain in its natural state for people to discover, enjoy and value as
part of their well-being. Texas Parks and Wildlife have twice offered to assist in the past. Cross Timbers is different, and unique in Texas
communities. It is an great asset not to be misused for pavement and high impact uses which eliminates the natural wildlife and peace
and quiet many wish to experience. National news consistently shows the profitability of these areas-regardless of the economy, for
those looking for places to move to right now and how they maintain community character and home values. There is no downside to
preserving this area, but plenty of advantages.
I think it brings a habitat for all the wildlife that is otherwise being driven away. I enjoy seeing all of the birds and animals that natural
areas support. I also would like to see as little development in this area as reasonably possible.
I think it protects the area
I think the conservation area is a major selling point of why people want to be in flower mound with it's more rural feel. For the above
two scenarios where 40-60% of the develooment space is left open I feel removes from the current open natural feel. The space would
be broken up with denser housing and smaller more disjointed open space rather than a true conservation area where wildlife and
ecosystems thrive. I think residents take the master plan zoning into consideration when making purchase decisions in the area and
changes and sacrifices against the master plan undermine the value of the property as purchased.
I think these developments also need to contribute to maintaining these open spaces. They should be open to the public, but their
HOAs should contribute in some way for the developements.
I think this is people absconding, or assigning to themselves, rights to other people's property. I think much of it is not in keeping with
development patterns that do not apply the highest and best uses to the property. I also think east Flower Mound is funding all the
long-term infrastructure demands. I have real concerns about how the CTCDD will sustain itself in the longer-term without serious help
from residents in the denser side of town; what can I say, I'm a numbers person.
I valued the Cross Timbers Conservation Development District based upon the original agreement separating east and west Flower
Mound development requirements. With the continued development to the west and the failure of the city and our elected leaders to
enforce tree cutting and clear cutting of property west of Flower Mound Road/Lusk Lane I feel that lone oak tree on the City's Logo
does not represent the Cross Timber Conservation District but rather represents the last tree standing in the city.
I will move if Flower Mound degrades / eliminates the amount of parks, trails, watershed, conservation spaces.
I would love larger lots near cross Timbers. I feel like it helps the town continue the Texas vibe and not turn into just a typical suburban
town.
If it brings multi-family dwellings, smaller lots, and ruins the scenic drives, then I don't think it brings any value.
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If it can ensure that city planners stick to the MINIMUM 50% of land left in its natural state and a MINIMUM of 1 acre lots, no matter
the monetary temptations...extremely valuable!!!!
If it controls and slows development in the Flower Mound area, then I'm all for it!
If open land is lost, it's lost for good. One of the reasons we moved to FM was open space!
If properly protected, it provides space for outdoor activities in a true natural setting that is increasingly difficult to access within a
reasonable drive from DFW. In my opinion, it defines Flower Mound. People who visit me from other communities often remark about
all the open space.
If residents want open space they should pay for it! Do a bond referendum to raise money to buy it land for open space.
If this is mismanaged it will drastically lower property values of existing property owners
I'm not sure how effective it is. I think we should consider changing the town logo. We should remove the horse and the Open Spaces
and add lots of cars, red lights, and apartments!
I'm not sure I see one.
I'm ok with smaller lots, if these areas receive a higher tax to help manage and maintain the land to for public, since they will benefit
the most.
In addition to increasing the value of land by having sought after nature and mature trees in conserved areas, having better nature
preservation gives people a better lifestyle. Having tree cover, wild animals, wild flowers, and areas that are wild increases the
happiness of those who live in and near them, improves the health of those who have fresher air, and helps people connect to their
soul, God, and nature.
Increases our property values and quality of life. We purchased two properties adjacent to conservation areas specifically because they
were next to conservation areas.
Incredible value. Flower Mound has a different "feel" to it because of the open land, trees and trails. After living in a much more
population and infrastructure dense city within the DFW metroplex, Flower Mound has been a breath of fresh air (literally and
emotionally) to me. I believe it helps with retaining residents who want to contribute positively to the town's overall well-being in
addition to promoting a sense of pride of ownership that will draw others to the area.
Irreplaceable post oak forest that must be preserved to maintain the clean air, healthy environment and protect the wildlife remaining
in FM. Much should be preserved pristine, but some parkland for picnic, hiking, boating as long as it’s prudently planned and
maintained enhances FM country living.
It affords us as residence to live closer to nature and enjoy the natural wildlife of our area. We chose our neighborhood for the spacious
lots, allowing for single story ranch style homes, and the accessibility to the trails and lake.
It allows for open space and large lots which is of great value to many people. Developers need to work within these guidelines.
It allows preservation of habitat as opposed to maximizing profit.
It allows residents to be able to live in a town type of structure while still enjoying actual nature. I understand that cluster
developments with park areas surrounding them sounds like a good idea on the surface. But what I observe is that the talking points
and marketing rarely play out. Look at what is happening on the 2499 corridor as Lakeside Development rolls forward. Also the
Riverwalk area. These areas now have high density housing with a high amount of lost natural area, and no sense of actually living in a
natural area.
Okay, so now we already have some high density housing areas within Town limits. That gets the Town more tax revenue. The Lakeside
Parkway area also contributes a significant level of commercial taxation. Do we really have to turn the rest of our area into this model
of development? I believe that this will realistically destroy the natural and undeveloped habitat that makes this region distinctive from
the rest of the Metroplex. Do we really want population density-packed developments, strip malls, lack of nature, with the higher crime
rates that always accompany higher density population areas?
I do not. I can speak for most all the residents of the Redbud Point development. Most neighbors in this area moved here to get away
from the above development model. Flower Mound is a highly unusual area in the Metroplex. Is it not worth protecting? If we just cater
to developers that will be able to sue the town if we don't go along with it, it will be destroyed along with the wildlife, view, and peace
that make this area unique. Please, please, please act to keep this area protected. We are so unique in the Metroplex. Please don't turn
us into so many of the sub developed areas of the Metroplex.
Respectfully,
Betsy Perkins
It allows us, including our children, to live in a unique environment when it feels like all suburbans are simple look-a-likes. To see turkey
and deer while driving to school, proves conversation allows humans and nature to exist as one. It creates a healthier environment
while also helping maintain a strong local economy. A
It brings a rural feel to the area, that is consistent with the Town of Flower Mound's mission statement.
It brings great value to see open and natural spaces. It is calming. We are not a city and need to conserve mother nature. It is great to
drive and not see housing developments or commercial developments everywhere.
It brings value by not being crammed full of apartments and small lots with houses right next to each other.
It create a small section of rural feel to an otherwise developed town.
It defines the look and feel of the town. Adding denser home developments within the CTCDD undermines the character of the town as
a rural feeling oasis in the middle of the suburban sprawl. If the proposed change is being considered in order to increase revenue to
the town, I'd urge consideration of mitigation banking options within the conservation easements. This would allow us to receive
revenue for development in other areas within our broader USACE watershed without sacrificing this significant asset for Flower
Mound. Companies like Mitigation Resources of North America (https://mitigate.pro/ - you can also contact Leland Starks at 903-2386605) do this work across the United States, including in the DFW metroplex.
It definitely maintains the current value of your own property and it helps in the future increase it.
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It depends on multiple factors:
Quality of the conserved land,
Type of the land (stream vs pond vs wooded area vs plain field)
Type of subdivision being built and their quality
Density of houses around the area
It depends on the minimum lot size. 1 acre minimum is acceptable
It does not. Stop building
It establishes the character of the town, differentiating us from surrounding suburbs which in turn raises the desireability and ultimately
property values.
It give the area in more rural feel and it's better for the wildlife.
It gives people a place to get close to nature and wildlife in an undeveloped way. It also protects the wildlife with reduced traffic.
It helps maintain the original goals of Flower Mound - avoiding high density and preserving wildlife areas. However, depending on how
the rules are written, there can be a lot of loopholes. For example, the survey question "a developer proposes to conserve more than
60% of the project's area with a smaller minimum lot size in return" - how small is "small" - less than 1/4 acre? zero lot lines? The
developers should also be required to preserve a high percentage of EXISTING trees. Years ago we watched hundreds of mature,
healthy trees get destroyed in the Wellington area now known (ironically) as The Woods, and the developer simply planted a couple of
very small, cheap trees in each front yard. That is NOT conservation.
It helps preserve Flower Mound. Our town doesn't look like a Plano, Frisco or Lewisville. It helps retain green space which is better for
the environment.
It insures that his land is preserved for the long term.
It is a battle the residents will not win. Corporate greed and town meeting dysfunction only progressively increased over my 21 years in
my home. Profit over people has become the value. We no longer want to live here. We are looking at selling in the next year. I can
hardly believe it. We thought we would retire here.
It is a beautiful area but with proximity to DFW, growth is inevitable. The property owner should have a reasonable ability to develop or
sell their land for development, as long as the quality of development is consistent with the goals of the area. It would be nice to
preserve large wooded areas and scenic view corridors but still allow for development. We live very close to Grapevine Lake and the
trail. The town needs to focus on the available public property (CORP) on the lake for more access, preservation and improvement that
could be available to everyone in the City.
It is a beautiful, natural, wonderful area in which to live. On a daily basis, one sees deer, raccoon, roadrunners, turkeys, and more. It is
safe. It is relatively quiet. There is NOT a nail salon, donut shop, & dry cleaner of every corner. Yay!
It is a historic and unique place that needs to be protected.
It is attempting to conserve the quality of life that residents came to Flower Mound for in the first place.
It is everything and need to be protected and preserved.
It is important to have open space in the town to keep with the master plan and limit over crowding. We should not build any more
apartments. Past council has approved too many and they have caused over crowding!
It is much needed, I am a long time flower mound resident, and remember "smart growth", which severely limited development. I do
not want to live in another "Frisco", and I want infrastructure (roads, fire/police) before more homes go in.
It is needed to keep builders from ruining our green space, clear cutting trees, and continuing to support the wildlife that calls Flower
Mound home.
It is of the highest value and importance. Should be a top priority for the Council and City Manager. Please stay consistent with the
Master Plan.
It is useful if it maintains open, green space so that our town can maintain natural beauty. Conserving green space in residential areas is
important, but even more important is preserving green space in commercial areas. Please no more strip malls, especially when many
of them sit half empty. It is sad to see green spaces used up like that. What is being done to limit commercial development?
It is valuable in that it preserves both nature and property values.
It is very valuable to the community
It is very valuable. Flower Mound is unique and doesn't need to be a Frisco, Plano, or Roanoke.
It is very valuable. Flower Mound is unique and doesn't need to be a Frisco, Plano, or Roanoke.
It keeps the area greener. There are more trees around there and they are not all being cut down just because new construction is
happening. It brings visual, conservatory value to the area. One of the reasons why I want to move to Flower Mound vs other areas in
North Dallas.
It keeps the rural feel to our town. Too many councils have chipped away at the original intent of the Master Plan and CTCDD.
It keeps values up, and it leaves an area that still looks country. Houses today are so jam packed in. The value of big lots will greatly
increase when it's all homes later / sadly.
it keeps western Flower Mound from being over developed and looking like every other crowded city, while maintaining the country
feel
It maintains an area in its natural state and protects a the oak trees that run through this area and minimizing deforestation for this
valuable, resource.
It maintains Flower Mound's reputation as a very desirable place to live.
It maintains the feel of the town.
It maintains uniqueness of Flower Mound and enhances the value of current homes throughout the Town. Without the District the
Town would be just as ubiquitous as many of the other DFW suburbs.
It makes Flower Mound unique, not just another urban sprawl
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It only brings value if it upholds the original plan that keeps the urban sprawl from engulfing the natural beauty that exists here.
It preserve the essential "town" and rural feel, especially to western Flower Mound. It's why we moved here in the first place.
It preserves the character of the town and reduces the feel of urbanization.
It preserves the peaceful, country feel of the area, the natural environment, and it controls population growth in a responsible way.
It preserves what flower mound used to be---semi rural with lots of trees. It's important that the developer preserved land is truly
public & truly preserved---not tucked away behind houses/apartments with the public having to park in front of peoples houses to
access. Truly preserved, not a drainage ditch or some land that couldn't be built on anyway
It protects our green areas which are starting to feel like they might be taken away. Part of what makes Flower Mound so special in all
of DFW is it's spacing and it's green areas. We need to fight to preserve our Flower Mound way of life and to not ever become Plano or
Frisco. No offense;)
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It protects the beautiful country landscape and provides a habitat for wildlife.

210

It protects the environment by maintaining the tree canopy, reducing summer heat temperatures and pollution, and providing habitats
for wildlife. Maintaining natural space also reduces run-off into streams and Lake Grapevine.
It provides a protected area, which is good for the environment and minimizes the population growth. The natural beauty of the land is
what draws residents (like us) to the town.
It provides the town with an opportunity to control inevitable growth. More development will come but the CTCDD provides an avenue
to shape how the town will grow both its tax base, population, and culture.
It seems like a good way to preserve the natural beauty and reduce massive developments with large amounts of homes, which is
desirable.
It seems to me that the developers have their say in matters that the CTCDD considers and acts upon. Homeowners have little or no say
in the "Master Plan".
It should be conserved.
It should help to preserve our town's country charm.
It should stay as is and not be developed. Flower mound is growing too much to fast, seen this in Florida and you end up with water
issues on our beautiful Grapevine lake.
It takes away the value by killing nature and replacing it with concrete and pollution.
It will only bring value if you protect the open space while still allowing for reasonable development. Two acre lots will clear cut and eat
up the crosstimbera at an accelerated rate. Huge mistake.
Its a beautiful and peaceful break compared to some areas in Flower Mound.It helps conserve wildlife habitat with native plants, and
old growth trees.
Its a beautiful area that has been present here for centuries. To destroy the integrity of the CTCDD simply to allow developers to
maximize the number of lots and their profits by clustering streets and rooftops out to the horizon would be terrible. It would be a
stain on this town for an eternity that the existing council and Mayor would be responsible for.
Flower Mound has something truly unique. Something that separates us from the horrific North Dallas Corridor. I've never understood
the desire to bring high density living to Flower Mound and destroy our best assets.
My wife and I feel the same way and we vote in every election.
It's beautiful and should be preserved
It's hard to tell that the district exists, with the charter school and the new church in the middle of it.
It's helps to retain as much as possible the rural environment many FM residents desire. Very important FM not develop every square
inch of land for residential or commercial use. The 2499 entry way into FM from Grapevine use to be a nice commute because the land
was historically undeveloped, which served as a clear break between the "big" city and FM, but no longer the case.
It's not necessary to be a value to residents, but a value to preserving what land we can still protect. That in and of itself provides a
value to anyone near it in improved water control and other natural resource value to the area.
It's open green space, brings in the country feel - the reason many chose FM over Mckinney/Plano, etc. You are turning our community
into Plano. Strip mall after strip mall, bad traffic and homes crammed in everywhere. The absurd riverwalk areas between 2499 and
Morriss is not even what what proposed. Its awful. Just stop
It's priceless! It can't be in-developed once it's paved and lighted. Some of the most expensive real estate in New York is around Central
Park. The CTCDD can be our Central Park.
It's really hard to think of Flower Mound as a big city but I guess that's the direction the "Towne" wants to go. That makes me sad.
These massive neighborhoods with common areas like Lantana don't need to come. We don't need more baseball fields...we don't
need public bathrooms. The stories I hear what teenagers do at the HV baseball fields is just crazy and we don't need more of those.
It's the last place where Flower Mound can still look like Flower Mound.
It's the reason I move to flower mound and it's extremely important. The wildlife, and lack of air / light / noise pollution is invaluable. I
moved from Roanoke / Westlake specifically to a conservation area. The development drives away nature and depletes the planet.
It's the reason I moved to Flower Mound. With continued development and loss of this unique district we will be like every other town
It's the reason we moved to this area. Every day I drive up 1171 and enjoy being able to see all the rolling hills, trees, and ranch life. It
will take away the integrity of our area.
I've sold real estate all over north and east Texas. This is the prettiest area I've seen. We have ONE chance to do this right. Keep the
land beautiful and natural. One acre lots will allow enough land for the estate homes and not be so congested. We can do dense
neighborhoods and lighted ball parks in the Long Prairie. Maintain the equestrian theme and build/ keep /incentivize the boarding and
riding stables. Provide space for outdoor activities, riding trails, hiking, scouts and ropes /agility courses. Keep the rolling estates as
long as possible. Build schools and public buildings using architectural design that mimics the topography. Minimize commercial along
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1171 and require all large trees to remain when feasible and new large trees planted in parking lots to provide shade canopies. Thank
you for asking us to share
Just because there is vacant land available doesn't mean we should develop it. That's the attraction and beauty of Flower Mound. It
also sustains our existing home values.
Keep green space open. Allow more parks, trails to encourage outdoor activities for families.
Keep it consistent with the surrounding existing neighborhoods. This is a rural horse community that fits well with the area. It will get
plenty of buyers interested in the remote, privileged atmosphere.
Keep our area the way it is. This is why we moved here. Changing it will ruin it.
Keep sewer out. Stop killing the trees. Stop cluster developments.
Keep the route green with trees, small lakes, low density residential areas. Try to maintain rural feel instead of rooftops. Too much of
FM is rooftops already. We can't change that but we can prevent it here and maintain this scenic area that many travel every day. We
live on 12 acres on Crss Timbers Road. People can't believe how beautiful it is here. Unexpected green space. Don't take that away.
Keep your options open.
Keeping Flower Mound as a rural town with open areas. The town doesn't need more retail and we need to keep our town with trees
and open spaces, we don't need to be the next Frisco!
Keeping Flower Mound green
Keeping nature top of mind
Keeping open spaces in the area.
Keeping the CTCDD will preserve the suburban atmosphere of FM that brings residents here. It would be very easy to become a Plano
or Irving, but that is not the character of Flower Mound. It's name is fitting for the area, but it is becoming less and less fitting. We
need to not become the cities that have lost their natural space and are just a reflection of Dallas
Keeping wildlife, trees. Protect environment. Minimal lights. We dont want light pollution
Keeps it country. Flower Mound is already too big.
Keeps lots at 2+ acres
Keeps residents happy. Keeps FM pretty.
Keeps residents happy. Keeps FM pretty.
Keeps the country look and charm of this beautiful and unique city.
Keeps the open space undeveloped and protects the ecosystem. No need to devolve that area of town. Leave undeveloped.
Keeps us from looking like Plano and nothing but strip malls and houses.
Land is disappearing, along with animals and trees. Our Flower Mound roads cannot bear more traffic. It's already impossible.
Large lots, less houses
Less Bureaucracy the better
Less density, more natural landscapes, and the overall feeling of living outside of town. Our homes are spread out enough to feel like
we aren't stacked on top of each other and with wide open spaces of trees, ponds and landscapes that allow the indigenous wildlife
space to share it with us. We have our own stocked pond we share with deer, raccoons, opossums, egrets, blue heron, ducks, geese,
coyotes, bobcat, hawks, and inherently snakes. We love them all.
Less houses built will create more conservation
Limiting high density development/ Housing and preserving the rural atmosphere is highly desirable to our living here in Flower Mound.
There are plenty of other places in North Texas to live if one wants a more urban atmosphere. The uniqueness of the Flower Mound
area is one its best attractions. Please keep it!!
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Limits density and requires more open space.
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Living in a rural city; not an urban city.
Low density equal great value for life and future.
Low density, lighter traffic, more privacy.
Lower density is why we chose to live here 35 years ago. We value open minimally developed spaces.
Mainly it doesn't provide any value to residents within in Flower Mound. It only provide visual value to the residents that live in the
CTCDD.
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Maintaining a country feeling instead of city environment with strip malls and retail on every intersection.

267

Maintaining open space allows rainwater to be captured and not run off a hard surface like rooftop or paved surface. This reduces
flooding within the town and protects the integrity of creek banks. Also providing habitat for wildlife. Maintaining open space allows
residents an escape to nature, whatever size it may be, which boosts mental, emotional and physical health.
Maintaining open space gives us clean air and water, reduces flooding and maintains wildlife habitat
Maintaining the mission and vision of the Town of Flower Mound to preserve our unique country atmosphere, heritage, and quality of
life while cultivating a dynamic economic environment.
Maintains or preserves the rural landscape of Flower Mound and prevents the town from turning into a Plano, Frisco, or Southlake.
Maintains the feeling of a less dense area.
Maintains the quality of life and feel of west Flower Mound. Maintains our property values.
Make Flower Mound a better place to live.
Many people prefer to live in this area because the houses are NOT packed in closely together and there is open space nearby. We
have a country atmosphere. Please do not let developers do small lots in our area. Please do not let developers fill in the ponds along
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1171 -- they attract a lot of wildlife (migrating birds) and are valuable as recreation areas in their future developments. Minimum 1
acre lots with 50% conserved. 2 acre lots are okay also.
More access to nature.
More development means higher population density- traffic issues. Depending on the developer it could also mean inflating home
values and taxes. This is not a value add to current residents. Stop further development.
More green space is always great!
More natural land, more trails, less development.
More of a rural feel.
Most folks move(d) here for the small town, rural feel. Allowing every single parcel of land is not desirable to most of us, especially
those of us who aren't builders or developers. Why do we have to follow the same growth cycle as every other suburb? We had, and in
this area of town still have, a chance to be unique. Sadly, those in charge don't seem to share that viewpoint/goal.
My concern is traffic, specifically at the intersection of FM3040 and Old Settlers. The traffic poses safety issues for the children
walking/biking to school at Old Settlers and McKamy Middle School. I was a crossing guard there, so I well know of this problem. Any
development west of there must include a school(s) so as not to further burden this situation and hopefully lessen it.
My hope is that the CTCDD will retain the beautiful character of our natural community and not allow developers to completely change
the character of this unique section of Flower Mound through over development, just so that the Town can have a significantly higher
tax base.
My husband and I live in the Cross Timbers Conservation Development District and love the beauty and special character of it. The
trees, native plants and roll to the land are magnificent. This area is an ecological gem that is different than the rest of the metroplex.
It is worth preserving the character of this very special place.
My neighborhood wasn't on the drop down: Wichita Chase
Value to preserve more green space and keep commercial dev out
My opinion is that no one in town hall wants to leave that area of flower mound country. The only interest they have is more house for
more tax money. The area is getting to crowded. There is no Infrastructure to support all the unnecessary building. Leave the land alone
and keep it country
My perception is that the district is there to control development to maintain the rural atmosphere.
My perception is that there is very high value associated with this! How many communities in the DFW area can offer this type of
environment? This is a highly desirable area to live, and we need to continue to build on that.
My vision is a little different than what I am seeing on the survey. In my view more emphasis should be placed on keeping old, original
trees. If we are all really concerned about global warming, we in turn need to place a higher emphasis on keeping our old growth trees!
N/A
N/A
na
Natural area is important for animals, water and natural life. If we reduce the conservation part, it will be only concrete and we lost the
beautiful landscape we have. If we opt for small lots, it will be more families coming to town and traffic and polution will increase. So as
less as possible ti impact natural life around
natural land with no lights and people, the way it used to be in Flower Mound before they started building everywhere...
Used to be only 1 apartment complex, now they are everywhere a river walk that is all apartments/condos and no river to freely enjoy
without inferring on private property.
Nature conservation is key in our area to keep our naturally occurring wildlife intact. Overdevelopment would devastate natural
habitats and push out our wildlife friends.
Nature is invaluable to life and health and should be available to all town residents. We do not want a concrete town of strip centers
and organized sports fields.
Nature/natural surroundings; escape from hustle and bustle of work day; peaceful; much less noise (traffic, sports, etc.)
Necessary
Never heard of it.
No more developments
No real value. Looks nice but can do without.
no value as previously indicated there are enough developments of any kind in Flower Mound and adjacent incorporation and thus if no
more developments the natural current prairie, open land, wooded areas and other fauna will accomplish the necessary balance and
true appeal that the Flower Mound area has and needs to maintain to stay what makes it unique and special! Tthere are plenty other
Metro areas for people that are looking for that type of a setting. The city should have enough taxes from the home value/purchase
price increase to not become greedy and thus have to add, add, add. Traffic and street developments have taken on a toll for everyone
involved and more to come with the plans already in development. Please stop!
No warehouses close to neighborhoods!
None - enforcing those standards once development starts seems impossible.
None as residents won't have an example of actual forest
None as the town just keeps on allowing zoning changes and haven't seen when they have stopped the town
None. We need less houses on bigger lots. We need to stop building so many houses. It's starting to feel like Southlake around here...
Not clear it brings any value
Not familiar enough to render an opinion
Not having houses built close together. More open.
Not much right now because they care more about putting in houses then listening to the people who live here.
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Not sure what they do. I would like them to reinforce no dumping by having the area policed and clean up crews to make regular visits
to the conservation areas.
Not to be snarky, but if I wanted to live in Southlake I would have moved there in the first place. It often seems that FM wants to be a
suburb of concrete dotted with trees. Please conserve the open spaces before we become just another DFW suburb.
not too crowded
Nothing all that special about this area. Provides zero value to me.
Once a land is developed, there is no going back. We have a lot of wildlife in our area, the natural landscape is literally priceless, and it
important to save some beauty for future generations. After visiting the national parks in the west, I truly believe it is our obligation to
think beyond immediate financial gain into the farther future.
Once it's gone, it's gone. So much for tree city
One of the very few towns in the area with open space. It's a huge attraction and differentiator.
Open land is why many of is moved to Flower Mound for. We need to preserve that ambiance. We are turning into Plano. I don't want
that. If you want a suburb that looks like Plano, move to Plano.
Open space adds to quality of life. Over development will eventually always bring down quality of life.
Open space and scenic views. This seems to be a political exercise because there is does not seem to be an application to see what
options could be considered. Why remove options for this part of town? Leaders should be bold enough to say "no" when no is needed.
Weak leaders try not to be forced into making decisions.... this seems to be what is happening here.
Open space to explore and enjoy. Trees, ponds, rivers, plants adds to appeal of flower mound. It's very valuable to drive 10 minutes
west and have a more natural environment, not just more neighborhoods.
Open space which was why we moved to Flower Mound. The ability to enjoy some of nature while I'll having all the amenities available.
Open space, rural feel. Was supposed to reduce congestion in Flower Mound (not very effective). Larger lot sizes.
Open space. Clearly. Go to any urban area and see that open space is quickly absorbed and buildings run from property line to property
line. That is fine and makes economic sense. But only because it's been allow to become dense in the first place. Plus if someone wants
to live in a dense area, they have the chance. But if someone wants to live in an open area, they will lose the chance when we urbanize
our open areas.
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Open spaces are good for the soul and our natural world.
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Open spaces enhances the beauty of FM
Open spaces within Flower Mound
Open vistas, natural view corridors, Development more natural to the land with less overall impact to the natural topography. Less
impact to trees & nature.
Our area is one of the reasons that draws people to live in our town. If a person wants houses side by side there are lots of other cities
around Dallas for them to choose. We need to protect our open spaces and ag land.
Our town feels much different than neighboring ones because of the larger lots and a lot of open spade
Parks and playgrounds are important. There are a lot of families with kids in the area. Hike/bike trails also important. We badly need
bike lanes to get bikers off roads with high vehicle traffic. Especially Shiloh Rd/McMakin Rd. It sees lots of bike traffic. Witchita Trail as
well. A well planned bike loop would be nice.
pen space, scenic vistas, low density, trails
People are not the only residents in the CTCD. We need to consider the rights of the animals who also share this space with us.
Conserving this small geographic area in the town so wildlife has a place to live is a small scacifice that we should all be willing to make.
If we continue to make exceptions so developers can further line their pockets by creating more fractured spaces thus limiting the
habitats of the wildlife that live here among us, then we aren't very good stewards of this earth.
People move to this area because they like the open space. No one out here would like homes to be closer together or for open land to
be developed. They like feeling like they are somewhat out in the country.
People moved here for the country like atmosphere and I believe want to maintain that look and feel
Please just follow the master plan
Please keep green space, pastures, wildlife and nature.
Please keep the intended value of the CTCDD in mind. The area is beautiful and can not be found elsewhere in the metroplex.
Please see comments above. We also need to be good neighbors to the birds, deer, bobcats, foxes, to name a few of the creatures I see
on a regular basis. We also need to conserve the native trees and plants that support their habitat.
Pockets of woodlands and grasses help preferred wildlife exist. This connection to the world promotes well being of FM residents
Prefer to conserve more land with small lots.
Preservation is necessary! Cluster developments will cause issues.
Preservation of the rural/suburban character that attracted most current residents to the town. The reduced overall density of
development enabled by "cluster' developments would help maintain that character.
Preservation of trees and wildlife
Maintaining the rural atmosphere
Preservation of trees, habitat and view corridors
Preserve the character of our town. We moved into Flower Mound 20 years ago because of this district and the master plan. The
changes made and proposed since that time is a betrayal of the trust we placed in that vision.
Preserve the Post Oaks and rural feel.
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Preserve what is there. We don't want flower mound to be Plano or even highland village in terms of being fully built out. Save some
space for nature, flora, fauna, family escapes. Not interested in McMansions (even ecological ones) taking the spaces that give this
town the vibe it used to have and is losing.
Preserved natural habitat and environment
Preserves the character and educational opportunities
Preserves the country atmosphere, keeps horse property options open, preserves animal habitats and right-of-way
Preserves the rural atmosphere that makes Flower Mound so charming. Allows for equestrian centers for those interested in horses.
Less concrete city blocks and more charming countryside with trees and animals, both wild and livestock.
Preserves wildlife, keeps traffic down on FM 1171, cuts polution from traffic, gives Flower Mound a beautiful space with open vistas
and lovely scenery
Preserving larger areas allows for wider borders between development and natural areas, which is very good for our native fauna.
Preserving natural beauty, however, some commercial development on 1171 would be acceptable.
Preserving some sense of rural feel, outdoor/recreation available for ALL residents to access, with focus on family and health oriented
growth, ability to differentiate Flower Mound from other communities in ability to retain natural character designed into modest
growth. That mission is one of the draws that led us here instead of Keller, Southlake, Coppell, Southlake, Grapevine, etc.
Preserving the ecosystems with less density is paramount for many reasons that most of us know. Builders only care about their
bottom line. Maybe some do care but it comes down to greed and what's good for "me and my feelings" not what's good for the
everything that lives and breaths around it. I lived 2 doors from the mayor of flower mound back in 2001 when the Master Plan was
developed and voted in. And I will always support the plan.
Preserving the CTCCD should be priority and not taken for granted. Open space requirements should not include flood plains, gas wells
or any other non-buildable land. It is important to keep sewer out to keep density down.
Preserving the feel of our town. We all moved here for the large open spaces and country feel. Stop building stuff we don't want. We
want large homes on 1+ acre lots not on top of each other! The recent development has been unacceptable and is turning people off
from our town. Preserve our country feel. If we wanted that crap, we would have moved to Plano, fresco, Southlake, you name it, any
other town around us. We chose Flower Mound BECAUSE it's different. Tell those developers to go to those towns and stop being so
nice and letting them squeeze us into incentives to develop things we don't align with. It stops now, or we'll find someone else to do
the job.
Preserving the history of the land of Flower Mound primarily: prairie grass and plants already native to this area, all trees (not just
heritage), water features, animal habitants, information and learning about this region's unique features, and access for everyone to
enjoy--both from the road driving by (not tucked behind somewhere) and to explore with nature.
Preserving the natural state of the land
Priceless and invaluable. This city's heart is the conserved land and rolling hills. We have uninterrupted view of the outdoor beauty and
sunset without rows and rows of new homes and we should dedicate ourselves to maintaining that beauty.
Progress is always on the move for expansion, but at what cost? Developers
should be held to strict standards of conservation. Stripping the land of all vegetation to put up town houses, condos, and zero lot line
houses is a detriment
in my opinion.
Protect the rural feel, limit urban sprawl, keep sewer out, protect post oaks, and limit lighting.
Protecting for the Post Oak forest is a primary goal. Our town lives next to one of the few Post Oak forests in Texas, they are very strong
and beautiful trees, but still very temperamental. Disrupting the area near where they grow threatens their existence. By using smaller
lots and greater conservation area we limit the area impacted near the trees
Protecting nature and providing residents with access to green space.
Protecting the rural atmosphere by requiring low density housing developments.
Protection of our shrinking Post Oaks and supporting our country atmosphere.
Protects residents and wildlife.
Protects residents and wildlife.
Provides a country character adjacent to town/city amenities. Provides low light pollution and a view of stars in the night sky. Provides
a mixture and diversity of development types across the Town of Flower Mound.
Provides unique area for Flower Mound.
Providing land preservation while maintaining Growth
Public spaces of open natural land are good for mental health. People love to be outdoors and to fish.
Puts all tax burden on current residents instead of adding new residents.
Quality development. Beautification. Tax revenue.
Quality of life issues remain paramount to preserve Flower Mound's unique country atmosphere, heritage and cultivating a economic
environment. I purchased a home in 1983 in the Timber Creek II development and have witnessed a population grow from 4500 to
71,000+. Prior to me choosing Flower Mound, I conducted a demographic survey starting in Rockwall Texas and continuing counter
clockwise on LBJ, Hwy 75 to I35E. Now that I'm a retired senior citizen (31 years Federal Service); I appreciate a more quieter and
relaxed community environment. As a Marine that served 6 1/2 years in the Viet Nam era in several countries, I have an appreciation
for a thoughtful and caring Town's government. I was particularly impressed with the reconstruction of Hiroshima, while serving in
Japan; in that the citizens needs were given the highest priorities in developing Hiroshima around their disabilities and economic needs.
I know in 1983 the Flower Mound residence concerns and interests were given priority over those of developers. The residents chose
Flower Mound (as I did) to raise their families for decades, have a vested interest in the Town's wellbeing and the developers will be
here today and gone tomorrow when they move on to another development/community/state. In 2003; I medically retired from the
Superfund Program, U.S. EPA Region 6 in Dallas. Our Mission statement "To protect human health and to safeguard the natural
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environment--air, water. Quality of life issues remain paramount to preserve Flower Mound's unique country atmosphere and
heritage (I remember residents riding their horses on Timber Creek Road and Kirkpatrick). I have an appreciation for a thoughtful and
caring Town's government. I believe Noise pollution in Flower Mound has increased significantly since 1983 and I would appreciate the
Town's Environmental Department should review the harmful effects detrimental to a unique country environment and quality of life
issues and human health. Particularly the use of commercial motorized lawn equipment in Residential communities which are
considered to be any unwanted or disturbing sound that effects the health and well-being or disturbing sound that affects the heath
and well-being of humans and other organisms. The Mayor and Council Members and Town's Manager should make changes necessary
to create a Noise Pollution Regulation & Ordinances addressing harmful noise levels in residential areas. I am also concerned about the
Fragmentation of Wildlife due to developers converting prairie lands without regard to the wildlife habitat. I believe the Mayor, Council
Members and Town's Manager should make changes necessary to create a welcoming haven for local wildlife. Turning yards,
schoolyard, work landscape, or roadside greenspace into a Certified Wildlife Habitat and make a lasting difference for wildlife identified
by "Texas Parks and Wildlife Department County Lists of Protected Species and Species of Greatest Conservation Need.," including
watersheds within the Town's boundaries.
Quite place with lots of trees and greens.
Read "developer"! Greed and total disregard for open land and why should we pay/incentivize them! They should pay for new schools,
infrastructure etc because their developments cause these to be overused. They walk away and leave remaining residents footing a bill
for their over development consequences! No developments. Enough here already!
Reason for moving to and staying in flower mound. It's what makes flower mound unique.
Regulate housing density and keep as much land as possible as it is. Open glass lands and trees.
Residents can be assured of a retention of the value of their home from a financial perspective but also from a quality of life
perspective. We all purchased our home here because we value the country side and the beauty of the the land, wildlife, and trees. This
is a quality of western Flower Mound that we want to retain.
Retains rural nature
Returns the growth to levels more like 20 years ago. Lately, the population density has grown far too quickly transforming the
extremely suburbun nature Flower Mound offered.
Right now, very little.
Rising costs of labor, land, and construction materials combine with a robust N Texas economy require more housing in all
communities. Flower Mound must be flexible.
Rural atmosphere, native habitat, conserved land, protection from over development, ranches
Save the post oaks and rural feel
Save the unique Cross timbers and prevent urban sprawl.
SAVING THE ENVIRONMENT. RESPECT LAND OWNERS RIGHTS. DEVEOPMENT BRINGS IN TAX VALUE.
See comments above
Should be controlled within reason and in keeping with private land owner leagal rights as per supreme court's law!
Small neighborhoods
Sometimes its simply more efficient to cluster multi family developments in a concentrated area. At the end of the day WHERE matters
more than WHAT. Follow the water flow. Keep the seasonal creeks. Etc, etc.
Space and less business traffic/pollution
Stay on course with keeping the Western side of Flower Mound the scenic corridor as you enter from 35W past 377! Let Every house be
on 1 or more acres. They can't use flood plain area anyway! That's what is usually given up for "conservative" areas since it's basically
non developmental to start with. Stay out of the developers "pockets"! Stay true to what our reasoning for having the Conservation
District stands for! Keep Flower Mound beautiful.. not a range of rooftops!!
Stewardship in preserving the existing tree canopy to help with air quality pollution, reduce climate warming, noise reduction and
reduce traffic congestion.
Still has a country feel to the area
Stop developing so much land in Flower Mound
Stop development
Stop over development. Surveys & questions they offer are confusing & still serve the developers, not the town.
Stops misuse of land. Keeps integrity of Flower Mound
Tasked with the responsibility of keeping Flower Mound more rural in appearance.
Thanks for putting this survey together and asking for the residents opinion
I chose this area to live in as I wanted a community that was more rural in nature with 1 acre plus lot sizes and significant open space. If
we follow communities like Frisco it will destroy our country charm
Again I appreciate the opportunity to comment
That the city is truly and honestly concerned about the welfare, safety and environment pertaining to the quality of life of the residents.
Residents chose Flower Mound for what the city promised to uphold in keeping a rural atmosphere and not bowing down to industrial
development that will take away from property values and quality of family life.
Thats why most of us moved here and wants to stay here. let the developers go to Argyle. Dont be a sell out
That's why we moved here in 1994
The area should be single homes. the lights and sports fields are not acceptable.
The asthetics of living in a city that perserves nature and beauty of the land is the primary reason I moved to Flower Mound. Having a
beautiful city that isn't over built and covered with concrete in development, is VERY important. I see us already allowing development
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that is too dense and visually unappealing. It is a great disappointment as I drive down many of our major roads to see us losing the
natural beauty of this town.
The benefit of nature, for health and well-being, are well-documented. Preserving our open spaces should always be a priority within a
community.
The city should remain a place offering diversity of housing choices. The master plan has sections of the city to provide for a variety of
needs ie: medical corridors, storage, high density apartments etc. The conservation district offers distinct features not found elsewhere
and thus adds to the diversity and options for all who wish to live here.
The conservation district concept provides value to residents by seeking to preserve the natural landscapes and vistas that attract
residents to the area in the first place. Another implicit value the conservation district provides is actually preserving the land and
habitat for animals that call this place home. This underlying impact should be a more explicit part of the vision and the approval
process as opposed to just a requirement of percentage land reserved for conservation. For example, does approval of development
consider the amount of contiguous space required to remain in conservation? Are there general plans for undeveloped land that the
town has created to assist developers in making proposals that meet expectations for the town to create larger untouched tracts with
adjacent property? For larger contiguous conservation areas, i think it makes sense in some cases to install soft trails as a tradeoff for
the community to reserve larger area of land.
The conservation district helps to maintain fewer residents per given land area and helps protect the open country feel of the
community.
The Conservation District maintains the rural feel of the community and prevents the Town from becoming a high density suburb.
The Cross Timbers Conservation Development District brings a more open and relaxing environment as opposed to the high traffic, high
noise, no natural settings of most suburban areas. I value the peace and quiet of a less densely settled area,. Wildlife is abundant here.
I have red-shouldered hawks and bobcats in my yard! Try to get that in Lewisville or Carrollton!
The Cross Timbers conservation development district would bring value to the residents by preserving the natural environment flower
mound has around us in the Countryside. In general, it will be following the program of keeping flower mound beautiful!
The Cross Timbers Conservation Development provides and maintains that unique country atmosphere that we all love about our
wonderful Town of Flower Mound. It also helps to prevent over building in this unique historic area of our Town. By keeping this area
low density, it also prevents massive over building in an area of Town that has limited ingress and egress due to only having a few state
roads accessing this area of town.
The Cross Timbers geographic area is studied in Texas History and a unique feature of the area. To fill it with homes seems to ignore it.
Actually to fill it with more homes further ignores it because we already have many homes in the district.
The Cross Timbers is a treasure that should be preserved. These ancient trees have almost all been wiped out with development
encroachment. We need to preserve for future generations.
The CTCD gives us a country feel in our town. It fits in with the local ranchers and keeps us from being a highly developed city.
I currently live in Flower Mound, but if I could own a home on a minimum of one acre in Flower Mound, in LISD, I would be very
interested in one of these homesteads.
The CTCDD brings value to residents by protecting the look and feel of the neighborhoods and by resisting the ever increasing density
challenges of North Texas/DFW suburbs.
The CTCDD creates a balance of land uses, neighborhood residential to the east, Mixed Use higher intensity and density to the west.
Maintaining this balance is important.
Why does this council want to eliminate the Cluster Development option. They already have the ability to to approve or decline each
project on its individual merits.
The CTCDD ensures development mindful of preserving nature and minimizing negative environmental impact. We chose our
neighborhood because of its conservation status and because of the trees and natural land within.
The CTCDD is a unique area and the reason why many residents moved here. In conjunction with this unique area, it's very important
that the Town of Flower Mound respect and uphold the conservation plan that has been in place for well over 20 years and not sell out
or give in to developers wanting to maximize profits by creating more residential density.
The CTCDD is in place to protect the interests of all residents.
The CTCDD is the only remaining area that adheres to the original vision for Flower Mound from the 1950s-1960s. To change this and
allow development would be admit there is no vision, and we might as well become Frisco.
The CTCDD is what gives Flower Mound its identity. It is our Town's signature.It is what sets us apart from every other DFW suburb. It is
what maintains the vision of our master plan.
It's low density also aids in future traffic flow given that it is located in the central portion of our town and has no north or south
ingress/egress.
The CTCDD was established to maintain the agricultural feel of the area. I believe retaining this is important because it maintains the
type of community we joined when we chose to live in Flower Mound. I think development is expected and important, but doing so in
a way that retains the agricultural feel of the area is essential. Clusters of dense neighborhoods within the District don't do that.
The CTCDD wooded area is a wonderful attribute to Flower Mound and helps to make Flower Mound the desirable town that it is. The
ancient cross timbers bring an ambiance to living in Flower Mound that sets this town apart from others. Miles and miles of homes on
.25 lots make for a miserable city. Flower Mound has worked hard to balance the 'city' and 'country' aspects of this area. The CTCDD
has to be protected at all cost. And, with the insane expansion toward I-35W, the CTCDD is in danger...protect it!
The CTCDD, brings NOTHING of value to residents. It appears to me that it's another layer of bureaucratic crap residents would have to
put up with.
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the district provides a natural setting instead of a concrete jungle. Flower Mound can set itself apart from all the other surrounding
cities, by enforcing the strict building or no building in this area.
The district provides green, open space. With all of the development going on all around us, it is one of the last areas that isn't overrun
with houses, soccer fields, and lights
The effort to conserve land with 1 acre lots will continue the feel and desires in keeping with reasons families chose Flower Mound in
the first place.
The freedom one experiences due to all the surrounding open and natural land. It is living in the countryside yet a short distance to
commerce.
The goal is not to preserve natural areas for the benefit of the few who end up purchasing/living on these large lots. We need to protect
natural areas as habitat for wildlife (meaning it is more valuable if the open spaces are contiguous) and for the enjoyment of the public.
The isssue is the Cluster Development was supposed to give the developers more flexibility so they would dedicate more green space.
The reality is that the developers use that flexibility to significantly increase density to the maximum the developer can pack in. We
should do away with the cluster neighborhood and go back to the conservation neighborhood, which does not increase density nearly
as much, but it would not require the original one house per two acres.
The key word in the above would be conserve. What is the definition of open space and how the developers try and get around it. I
love that Flower Mound still has a rural feel and that's what I want to protect. A lot of people want to move here for that reason, but if
we keep building to accommodate everyone it won't be rural anymore, sometimes you just have to say NO.
The lot size and open space is of utmost importance to me.
The MAIN reason we moved to FM was the sense of open space & the ranches along FM 1171. This is disappearing every day & before
long FM will be like every other over built town around. I am not sure how the Town can be so short sighted in agreeing to some
income now to have the biggest asset of the area forever destroyed. It seems to me we should be able to operate within our existing
means.
The natural beauty and calm provide a wider respite from the hustle of the busy world. Our main attraction to this area was the wide
open spaces and plentiful wildlife. Wildlife flourishes in the CTCDD. But I've seen the decrease in wildlife over the past 15 years as more
lots within our subdivision were built even with 2 acre minimum. Minimizing density and preserving wildlife daily migration patterns
should be primary considerations in any development projects.
The open and natural feel of the surrounding environment can't be replaced. The area supports a high number of residents today.
Additional develop should be down within the spirit of our current land use in west Flower Mound.
The open green spaces and rural feel of western Flower Mound are unlike any other in the whole of DFW. It is so special and should be
treated as such. Residents of the western part of town choose to live there because of the lack of development. If you want a more
developed town, there are a thousand other suburbs one can go move to.
The open space and large lots for homes, don't need housing that is zero lot line.
if you go ahead and amend the conservation district you should go ahead and change the town logo to a bunch of houses
The open space is the most important thing. It's a terrible use of land to have only single family housing when the goal should be to
conserve as much as possible. It's much more efficient to allow denser housing. If we do that we can create the same number of homes
with more open space. Basically take the 60% conservation scenario from above even further. Have them conserve 80% of the space
and remove minimum lot sizes altogether! The key to preserving our rural feel is actually to do the opposite of what we’ve been doing.
We should want small pockets of mid/high density development surrounded by large open spaces, not sprawling developments that
leave 90% of the land covered by yards and roads.
The original intent of open spaces (dedicated or natural) was and is to prevent urbal sprawl. Also allowing the area to be able to recover
water and air sources from natural weather patterns,enabling a good mix of human occupation with the area we live. Additionally it
allows a balance of light and noise pollution for wildlife and people alike.
The Post Oak tree is the town logo. With all the development on the western side of town, the Post Oak is rapidly disappearing.
The preservation of natural open space with native life is essential for future generations to enjoy. We also need to minimize our
footprint from pollution and climate change and noise.
Not every square foot of dirt needs to be developed for money. Some areas should be left for those who don’t want to live in the
middle of crowds and traffic and pollution.
The residents enjoy a beautiful area that provides a sense of being out on the country but being close to the amenities offered by the
city. It is something that is highly desireable and attractive to many.
The rules/regulations devised in 2001 are sufficient. No changes are desired.
The rural beauty and lack of developments as you drive on west 1171 is stunning. The wildlife that are preserved through the CTCDD is
invaluable and brings much more beauty and value to the area than another Greedy cookie cutter housing development could bring.
The CTCDD is part of what makes Flower Mound special and unique and sets it apart from the rest of the DFW Metroplex. Turning it
into another parking lot and development ruins the mission and values set forth by the city and residents of this beautiful city. Please
keep the CTCDD city ordinance that is currently in place.
The single reason we moved to Flower Mound was the rural atmosphere - beautiful land / trees. Driving from DFW Airport into Flower
Mound (2499 or Gerault) brought a country feeling with fresh air and woods. That is gone. We have lived in two pre-built homes
(there are plenty of empty homes). I stay because I love my house and I do not want to move my kids from their friends. Once my kids
are grown, we will move.
I am not a fan of the new retail development, given there are empty retail buildings. And yes, I do vote.
The Town has the opportunity to change lives with the plan they put in place for the CTCDD. I would like to see more affordable housing
or housing subsidies for lower income families. FM is an affluent community - we should be sharing the benefits of our society with
those who can't afford to buy in here. The value to their children is immeasurable.
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The town needs to conserve the rural aspect / feel. I don't believe rezoning of ranch land should be allowed - it has already destroyed
east / central FM, and is threatening to destroy west FM. Those of us that have lived here for years wanted to live in the country, not
Plano or Frisco, which is what Flower Mound is becoming.
The town should be able to develop large lots or smaller lots. Keeping the options open is important.
The town should not continue misconstrue larger lot sizes with more open space in conservation areas.
The use of the word conservation may differ among us. The Nature Conservancy gets it right. At the time the Smart Growth Plan was in
place it may have seemed rigid, however one or more of us wish it was still in its original form.
The value for the resident is to have the largest lot possible.
The value for the vast majority of residents is purely aesthetic with the exception of the limited recreation access points. There are very
few public vistas not associated with a roadway. The value of the low density within the district materially benefits a
disproportionately few residents who live within it.
The value is in its natural open nature. Two acre squares covered in non-native plants and fenced is neither open nor natural.
The value is not to the residents but to the ost oak tree shock must be preserved!
The value lies in the original purpose for establishing the CTCDD in the original MP. To CONSERVE this area from overdevelopment,
sewer systems, tree removal, mineral/oil and gas explorations and/or wells and to KEEP what was the charm of Flower Mound intact at
least in this area.
The value of the CTCDD has been muddled by those that wish to stop ALL development in this Town. This council should be ashamed to
be wasting Town staff time on this review.
The value of the CTCDD is the availability of open spaces for all to enjoy. It would be nice to add some basic nature trails to these areas
so that residents can escape locally to enjoy a more nature like setting. No play areas, restrooms, large lighted playing fields and parking
lots are needed. Provide minimum parking to keep trails less crowded. The trails should close at dusk each day. Plus the animals within
these areas need a space for themselves. The environmental aspects should be considered as well when planning on developments.
The value perception is different to the residents who live within the CTCDD and to the FM residents who do not live in the CTCDD. For
those who live in the CTCDD, they want to have open space and scenic corridors adjacent or near their home & the people visiting the
CTCDD want to "visit" / see the open space and scenic corridors as they pass by. I want any development to offer the best opportunity
to conserve and preserve the best within the CTCDD and not limit creative design by confining the designer to two-dimensional
planning when we live in a three-dimensional world. At the end of any application an approval is required. Don't remove planning
tools from the toolbox
The value to residents is that the rural atmosphere of Flower Mound is preserved. We have parks, playgrounds and sports areas
throughout the city, but these do not reflect the same natural open space like Twin Coves Park or Highland Village at the 2499 bridge.
The value would be in strong advocacy to protect the environmental footprint of the area. You stand between removing all of flower
mound's natural beauty in return for hard scape structures that do not add green space or preserve air quality. You have the fiduciary
responsibility to defend the environment against aggressive developers who don't even live in our community.
The value(s) of CTCDD are immense! The rural open space atmosphere of west FM is the VERY reason people have chosen this area to
live. It should not be compromised.
The western area of Flower Mound is primarily one acre plus lots. Why bookend they city with smaller lots on the west side? Doesn't
seem to fit. Why keep changing the master plan to accommodate developers? I’ve never bought into the development proposal of the
ranch land west of Tour 18 and out to 377. It needs to rural one acre lots and not 4000+ apartments or 1/4 acre lot homes as proposed.
The wildlife, forested areas, large lots, and the building requirements that require natural elements to be used in commercial buildings
are what makes Flower Mound such a special place. In my opinion it has no peer in the Metroplex. The Conservation District seeks to
preserve these, for the wildlife and the citizens. Long may you wave!
The woods, wildlife and trails are my escape and catharsis from the daily mechanized life we live. It's the only reason why I currently
live here. If it's bulldozer over, I'm gone.
There have been so many mods and exceptions to the master plan that the remaining areas in west Flower Mound are the last vestiges
of the ranch, woods and horse country that was the town's heritage.
There is a reason to preserve the cross timbers such as flood prevention, soil protection, wildlife habitat, and water filtration.
There is more fresh air, trees, places to enjoy nature. Animals can share the land with the people. Less people and cars in the
neighborhood is a plus. We don't want to be another Plano with too many people and vehicles. Already FM is noisy and there is
constant construction noise around me going on for years with the construction of Braford Estates. Now road noises and road
construction..will it ever end?????
There is not value in this. Flower Mound needs to get more young couples with families. More expensive homes is the opposite of what
Flower Mound needs.
There must be some way to keep real estate developers from turning the beautiful open spaces in Flower Mound into one giant
housing project or Strip Mall....!
There's only value to those that currently own the land and hold it as private property. It is not accessible to residents and can not be
used for recreational needs. So what value does the town think it has to someone living on the east end of town??
There's still green space available. Once it's built out, you don't get that back. You lose the rural feel that Flower Mound can still tout
which makes it a standout in the metroplex.
These districts need to go away. You put land up for sale. People can buy it do what they please with it. You can zone it residential or
business. That's it - the end. Stay out of people's business.
They are not doing as promised
This “ Conservation DEVELOPMENT District “ is a worthless proposal and an hidden agenda to overdevelop our city resulting in a mass
of rooftops.
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Stick with the basics- 2 acres per home with no executions or end up like every other city in this metroplex.
We have something unique in FM- why mess with it?
Public access is the very worst thing imaginable!! People from all over the metroplex incentivized to trod on parks that are right next to
homes that citizens paid dearly to obtain. Compare the east shores of the lake to this proposed " conservation Developement "! It's
nothing short of an invitation for the masses to come roam through our neighborhoods.
“ incentivizing “ Developement means giving money/benefits to developers at the expense of our citizens.
“ public access “ means we should just open our neighborhoods to whoever wants to drive or access the area- just a ridiculous
proposal!
“ public access “ will for sure have a direct impact on crime.
“ parks within open space “ just means trading 2 acre minimum lot sizes to allow public parks in place of private 2 acre lots- a spin to
make this disastrous proposal sound better. Ball ball fields in place of private property- a joke!
This allows the native trees and plants to be able to regenerate for future generations. Also benefits wildlife habitats. Residential lots
no matter how large allow for these things.
This area has homes on larger lots, amazing wildlife, and a more rural community feel. That is the value. We have been here for years
because of that character.
This area is a valuable commodity for the town. The area should be developed with the respect to nature that can be overlooked in the
past. Flower Mound has received many awards for its trails and parks; we should continue to improve the use of land around our town
in respect to nature.
This area of town is unique to the DFW area as a suburb. It's hard to find a setting that has bigger lot sizes yet preserves the natural
habitat, existing trees, and environment. Being able to walk out of my house and access a trailhead to the lake to go on a hike in the
woods blew my mind when I first moved here. My family and I moved here from another DFW suburb for the country-feel setting
alone. There are many other cities that boast great schools, abundant shopping, and a Walgreens on every corner. But what Flower
Mound has in the Cross Timbers Conservation Development District is a rare gem that needs to be preserved.
This area should include LARGE lot sizes! We do not need to increase the density to more than 2 acres lots. The clustering would be
okay IF and ONLY IF the developer keeps the density to 1 home per two acres.
this conservation is relative to each persons investment and goals?
some conservationists have many goals but no personal investment?
This development brings tax dollars and convinces. Both of these assets could be attained on a much smaller scale. It changes the
current beauty of Flower Mound into just another sprawling, over developed suburb.
This district has fostered a community that values the nature and activities that you can participate in in this area. It is one of the things
I value the most about my community. If it was different I wouldn't live here.
This is a conservation district for a reason. Eating away all the open land in flower mound is a horrible idea! People love the space and
openness. It will create way more traffic, overflow the school systems which are already overflowed. STOP RUINING THE LAND IN
FLOWER MOUND. Conserve some of it so keeps this beautiful. If we keep developing we will be as ugly as Frisco with no trees and
boring architecture
This is a heavily wooded area with terrain and lake access which. Most people in DFW drive hours to go to rural lakes to get what we
have in our neighborhoods. We need to prioritize saving large trees, wooded hiking trails and natural topography. I'm very supportive
of development with public access to heavily wooded natural recreation areas. It's a truly scarce natural resource we can't get back of
we destroy it.
This is a refuge for the wildlife in the area and the natural beauty of the cross/Timbers. The rural setting, low noise, and low density is
why most people moved here, with the understanding that the town would make ever effort to keep it that way.
This is a unique area of the Metroplex, one of the few that can compare to areas of the Hill Country. This can't be replaced. The recent
exploding values of the existing properties are what they are because of the uniqueness of the area and because most people bet on
their assumption that a city would not want to overdevelop such a beautiful and unique area. IF irresponsible development were to
happen, the area would lose its charm, uniqueness, and much of its value - and it could never be recovered.
This is an incredibly unique and endangered ecosystem that brings a beautiful character to our town. Preservation should be of the
utmost importance followed by public access to enjoy the ecosystem.
As a resident I have no desire to see the land developed for more homes and how full the area already is.
This is area that can not be regrown and recreated. It is a valuable resource and ecosystem that makes Flower Mound, Flower Mound.
This is horse & lake county. It's a jewel. Let's not ruin it with uncontrolled growth.
This is invaluable area of town that is highly desirable. We should not allow the cluster developments.
This is the most beautiful and desirable area left in Flower Mound. FM 1171 is already way too busy. If we allow the developers to
develop with single family homes on small lots, multi-family dwellings and strip commercial properties we have lost. Let's keep this
area like it is while it's still beautiful to be in West Flower Mound. PLEASE!
This is the signature feature of FM. It must be protected.
This is way people moved here. Don't make it look like Frisco or Plano.
This is what keeps Flower Mound attractive to families and was the intention of this city.
This keeps the greedy developers from over building with cheap houses and apartments as supported by the greedy businesses. If those
businesses can't make it with the current population, they would relocate to Plano.
This land area is why we bought here in Flower Mound. Very appealing in preserving the beauty and natural resource we have.
This proposed value of the Cross Timbers Conservation Development shows some effort by the Town of Flower Mound to be
environmental sensitive. Most of the reasons my parents decided to Flower Mound in 1996 and I remained in Flower Mound with my
young family are dwindling. Flower Mound is not longer unique. The increased development makes this town look like any other in the
area. To keep long residing residents, an increased effort to prioritize green space and natural habitats needs to be visible.
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This type of conservation area is why people want to live in FM, not for more businesses and concrete. We live next to a lake and it
shouldn't be developed to the point where it doesn't look the same.
You and your city employees/town council need to understand that the residents overwhelmingly do not want the development that
you are cramming down everyone's throats. No one here wants to look like Irving or Lewisville. I watched Frisco develop from its
farmland days into what it is today and it’s appeal has been lost for a while now. Create something like Southlake but with more open
space. Thanks.
This will help avoid the entire Town from just being another concrete jungle suburb of DFW.
This will preserve the open, green space and rural feel of our town and make it unique and different from other towns in our area. It
will save trees and wildlife and make our town a beautiful place to live.
This would allow more housing and park space for the residents to enjoy.
Thoughtful expansion and preservation of not only open land but what is in/under the land that affects the ret of us, environmental
impacts, etc
To ensure that the town retains it rural, small town ambiance and feel.
To keep natural habitats I think and not have too many homes
To preserve the green spaces and maintain that somewhat rural feel that FloMo has become famous for. Other local suburbs have
become concrete jungles. Growth and development is inevitable, so let's do it wisely and our town will be great for years to come.
To preserve the open areas and protect tge Post Oaks.
To residents within the district, the ability to experience a private and rural lifestyle while benefiting from access to city services. To
residents outside the district, the opportunity to enjoy the natural forest of the public open spaces. The entire town benefits from
maintaining a natural environment found in few other incorporated places.
To the extent that land is truly conserved, I think it brings a sense if beauty and serenity, quiet and calm.
To the extent that it is carved up into pieces on which builders and owners build monstrously large houses, cut down trees, pave large
swaths (in addition to the streets), and add non-native plants, it can hardly be called a conservation district.
Where builders have surrounded developments with green space so development is not seen from the road, the natural beauty of the
area is being conserved, but where all we see are houses, pavement, and non-native plants, that doesn't seem like conservation.
To us the value of CTCDD is the beauty of nature and open spaces. We want to maintain the rural charm and preserve the open spaces
and scenic vistas in this area of Flower Mound.
Town has show preference to developers intaking money instead of requiring land conservation. Developers cannot be trusted with
their word in smaller properties and land conservation at the same time. They unfortunately have to be forced to have large lots in any
effort to preserve outdoor space. .
Trails and conservation land is what makes FM a desirable place to live.
Tranquility and Quality of life desirability of town/property ownership
Unique area that it the conservation option is followed has the opportunity to mitigate development impacts to the natural habitat.
Not interested in seeing it just carved it up into 2 acre parcels.
Unique serenity in an otherwise urban setting.
Unknown
Value is reflected in home values which have more than doubled in 20 years.
Value is to conserve undeveloped land. By increasing home density the value of the district is compromised.
Vast treed areas, closeness of untouched nature with wildlife and wild flowers and plant life, quiet and calm pace of living, enough
living space conducive to peaceful neighborhood relationships.
Very concerned wanting conservation to nature
Very important and valuableVery important to the towns character as a whole, it's part of what makes us unique and the area beautiful for many many years
Very important! Residents in theCTCDD are here because of the low density neighborhoods. And the conservation open space. This is a
rare and extremely important for Flower Mound.. people that do not live in Flower Mound are very impressed with our open land
Very important. That's why I moved here over 30 years ago. Wanted the small town, rural/country feel. All of these gorgeous tracts of
land are being gobbled up with development.
Very important. Town growth is out of control. Has to stop.
Very much enjoy the open spaces and seeing horses and cows in the fields. Will be sad when that is gone.
Also really enjoy the Northshore trail on Grapevine lake. It would be great and safer if that trail connected throughout Flower Mound
without having to hike or bike on busy streets with cars.
Very valuable . Unfit for volume built housing or multi family
Very valuable in maintaining overall property value.
Very valuable. Preserving wild life should be a priority in this section of the town.
Views / quality of life / I have bought property in Cross Timbers Conservation but have not yet built a house
views, feel, open instead of dense, green, trees, rural
We are losing natural space, so any development needs to maximize the outdoor space available to the public.
We have a unique and irreplaceable area in our town that should be conserved and protected.
We have a unique opportunity to keep this community feeling like Texas and open land. Once an area is developed there is no going
back to open land.
We have already lost several types of birds and other wildlife. I moved here because of the large 2 acre lot and the wildlife.
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We have an opportunity to be a community who values high caliber residential developments AND preserve the CTCDD. Let's not mess
this up. We have choices, and some choices can never be reversed after open space is gone. The value of the CTCDD is that Flower
Mound residents as a whole ALL benefit.
We have lived in Flower Mound for 20+ years and have seen more and more of the rural area and trees disappearing. Rather sad
actually. Seems the requirements of the CTCDD change when new people get in power.
We like the cows and trees and minimal traffic.
We live in an area that has lots of natural old oak trees. Putting a lot of houses in this area is just wrong! We are in the Cross Timber's
area of Texas, don't let developers cut down a lot of the old trees. We built 2 houses in Double Oak in the 1980's. We arranged our
houses so we had to cut one small tree. We planted several more to replace it. We had 2 acres for each house. We moved here to
Flower Mound, in late 2012, we hate to see developers cut down many old trees and plant several lesser quality trees in their place.
We love where we live in Vineyard and Flower Mound, because there is so much openness and beauty all around us. The more we add
more buildings, more track homes, and take away the openness of the land, the beauty and simplicity of Flower Mound becomes
compromised. I would prefer keeping it as is. But if development needed to happen, having trails and ways for people to enjoy nature
like fishing piers and playgrounds for families, etc. That may be beneficial as well. Apartments are completely unacceptable for this area
in my opinion. It brings market value down and causes more traffic. Even track homes with small yards bring similar problems.
We moved here from California to experience wide open spaces. We will be moving if this is passed. Greedy developers with crammed
in homes is not what we want. This is a unique situation out here in flower mound and you will be turning this beautiful area into just
another suburb.
We moved here in the last year, and specifically chose Chimney Rock because of the large lot size and the conservation property behind
our home. We value the larger lot size with generous space between the homes. Our home is 5200 Square Feet and does not look too
big for the lot. We came from California where a 5000 Sq, Ft. home might be on 1/4 acre. There are plenty of places in Texas to do
that, but here on Cross Timbers, where the precedent has already been set, with 2 acre minimums and 50% dedicated to conservation,
it would lower our property value to fill up the remaining open space with anything else. The lot size is something special here. It is just
too bad if some developer can't afford to develop, using the existing rules. Eventually, the undeveloped property will increase in value,
and it will be cost effective. Let's keep the existing conservation lot sizes, here. The smaller homes on smaller lots can be placed
elsewhere. It's important to manage the development for the residents, and not allow the developers and future homeowners to
whine and scream for lower standards. When better is possible, Good is not good enough.
We moved to Flower Mound 25 years ago because of the terrain and trees. The Cross Timbers Conservation Development District is of
immense value for the health and well being of its residents.
We moved to Flower Mound in 2020 specifically because of the country feel. This IS what makes the town different. Abandoning this
for money is just falling in line with all of the other suburbs. The uniqueness is gone.
We must conserve as much of the Cross Timbers Forest environment as possible. The false concept of "conservation areas" does not
work because, as we are seeing over and over and over, the next town leaders simply ignore prior commitments and reallocate the
areas to additional residential and commercial projects. We do not need any more disasters such as the River Walk or Lakeside. Large
residences on large lots reduces overall density and locks in land use so that it cannot later be reallocated. We have a Master Plan, have
had for years. But every new council chips away at it with new plans that abuse the land and violate the Master Plan principles. Take
the Serenity project on the south end of High Rd for example; the council was more than willing to destroy that beautiful piece of
property to inject relatively high-density housing behind a high wall - until the land was purchased by a private individual.
In the next question, you ask why we moved to Flower Mound. It was for the "Beautiful rural atmosphere". Don't screw it up for us.
We need our open land. We are taking away native habitat for so many animals. We are cutting down so many trees and adding to
pollution.
We need to keep some land for wildlife. They are being displaced.
We need to preserve open spaces for the existing wild life in this area. Else they will die out.
We need to preserve trees and the beauty of rural Flower Mound. My family were early settlers in FM (we have a main road named
after our family) and I have seen the beauty of our city severely eroded by constant development. If the CTCDD can work to preserve
this value of beautiful rural FM then I am in favor. It is so sad to see what is happening to our beautiful town with concrete, steel going
up and trees coming down.
We need to save the native Post Oaks and the country feel of the area
We need to strive to keep the rural feel of the area. We also need to plan for more affordable housing options for first time
homeowners and our aging population. It is becoming very expensive to live in this area and we are lacking choices for the next
generation to stay and grow here. We will not leave the area for recreation if provided green space, dog parks, etc, any outdoor
activities to do year-round.
We purchased an existing home, did not build new. Since moving to Flower Mound, my perception of the "value" of the CTCDD is zero.
The town council just keeps allowing the green spaces to be destroyed and developed.
We seem to be developing every square inch of town these days. I thought I moved at least near the country 20 years ago, now it
seems I didn't move far enough.. The trees and green spaces make our town what it is, and give it the homey character people love.
We don't need to build out every flat space in town without houses, strip malls, and condos.. I would favor the town buying up green
space and making parkland out of anything it can find.
We should be trusting that a Conservation District would actually CONSERVE in a careful manner the open spaces left in town.
we should stop building in flower mound. it is full now.
We understood the Conservation plan from years ago would keep our town free of all the residential developments. Our concern for
allowing developers take over will create more noise and traffic pollution, but mainly will reduce or eliminate our wildlife habitats. We
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would like to see all our green space and agriculture as is. Development is the opposite of Conservation. We are in favor of a
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What is described above, in both questions, is exactly what happened on Laura Lane, new subdivision north of Hidden Valley Estates.
What started out as 1 acre lot requirements, was reduced to 3/4 acre if the developer reserved in kind, space for parks / playgrounds.
So what started out as exactly what makes Flower Mound wonderful has turned into exactly what we avoided when we invested in
Flower Mound.
Rural atmosphere, great schools, and sense of community are the value propositions that allows Flower Mound to maintain its market
leading position versus its local competitors.
Please don't erode those competative advantages and the resultant value they create that makes Flower Mound THE place to live, and
well worth it!
(Otherwise, we may as well live in Plano,,, for a lot less cost)
What is the cross timber's conservation development district?
What makes Flower Mound stand apart from Plano, Frisco, Grapevine and Southlake is our Master Plan that preserves public green
spaces and connects several living areas with each other by trails and greenspace. Our Town is a gem!
What residents, the people who live in the district or everyone in FloMo?
To me the district, as it is now embodies the image we have on our water towers, open space. Driving, walking or riding through the
district is a relaxing experience and, I think, represents what people thi k of FloMo and what we, as residents think and like about it.
Just because we have room for another 50,000 people does that mean we need to bring them here?
When I moved to the region, I was looking at homes in Haslet. Before going on contract to build a home there, we drove through
Flower Mound. I was pulled to Flower Mound due to the abundance of trees and the area not being as flat and plain as the Haslet
region. My perception is the value of the CTCDD is that part of the region people choose this area over others is the difference this
region affords with the scenery. Coupled with the great schools and fiber internet, that is why we moved here.
When we moved here we loved that it felt we further from all the congestion and craziness. It's sad to see more and more open land
being built on
When we moved to Flower Mound in 1992, a large part of the appeal was simply the beauty of the land. Filling up the space with
houses and concrete completely loses the beautiful landscape.
While I highly recommend CTCDD I wish some areas with dense development would be reduced in the future to substitute for CTCDD
While this type of development has merit, it is still bringing more traffic to our roads. For sure more acceptable than zero lot line
development. However, while this development is better for the CTCD, it does infringe on neighboring homes/communities. Perfect
example is the proposed Cummings project...Double Oak, where I live, will be impacted tremedously as Kings Road will be the logical
egress to Downing, Marcus and shopping. Kings Road is NOt meant to handle this many car trips on a daily basis. Please choose another
way to exit because DO does not need to be a shortcut for FM development.
With dense development on both East / West ends of Flower Mound why not keep the CTCDD as it was planned - unique and large lot
sizes - we do not need less than 1.5 acre lot sizes with septic in this unique area of FM
With the exponential growth in Denton and Tarrant counties it is critical for us to maintain as much green space as possible. Also, I
recognize that property owners have rights to use their property in a way that is beneficial for their families, including the sale of that
property for development. The issue is once a property is sold/ marked for development it cannot be returned to its original state. If
development is allowed without careful consideration the whole CTCDD will be changed forever to the detriment of current residents
and also to the wildlife who make their home here. I would not want to see overcrowding and uncontrolled development which will
negatively impact residents. I have owned a home in FM for 10 years and there has been a huge change in traffic, in lifestyle and that
semi rural feeling is being eroded. Its my hope that the council and planning commission continue to keep that wonderful Texas
environment in place. I would hate to see Cross Timbers become overdeveloped like at Lakeside, which feels very urban and not in
keeping with FM as a whole. Some people will always enjoy living in more densely populated area and that's great, and that type of high
density housing is available throughout the DFW area - please lets not make it in the Cross Timbers area of FM!
Would like more soccer fields and more parks.
Xx
Zero
Zero value
Zero, very little value other than the land owner and developer cashing in. Otherwise we all may as well live in downtown dallas
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Question 19 – ‘Other’ Responses
“Please select the top three reasons you chose to live in Flower Mound:”
1
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Will move because all above is what this town used to have but ruined it with politics.
The house we fell in love with happened to be in Flower Mound and it’s within 1/2 hour drive to work
Son built home here
Small town
Near family
nature & a country feel
My personal & private reasons.
My husband showed me this house and I loved it and the price tag
Married a resident
Location - grew up in the area
Lived here since 1968. "Progress" is stripping FM of its rural charm.
It was predominantly country living
Availability of housing in the style we are accustom to.
All of our children live here. We do like Flower Mound , it does seem safe, but I am disappointed that there are so many apartments, and
not rough light for safety, especially on the main streets and intersections. The little strips that have reflectors in them seem to get torn
off by people running over them but if you drive down Cross Timbers and look at the ends of the island separators the concrete curbing is
broken from being run over or hit by cars. Think it would be easier to see if they were even painted with white or reflective paint.
LISD
It’s always been home.
I came to FM about 30 years ago when it was a very nice place to live.
Grapevine lake and the COE land
Few apartments. Low density housing. Low “friction” living because everybody isn’t in everybody’s business. Stop surrendering to
developers demands!
Children & grandchildren live here
Been here 30 years witnessed the building cancer
Wildlife
Where my horses could live on my property. Where I could walk or ride my horses with out fear of being struck by a vehicle. Where there
were TREES and fresh air.
We wanted a little land around our home, and a little more space between homes.
We moved here 17 years ago to a small town with not a lot of cars and stores in it. We didn’t mind driving to the other amenities to kept
this town small. It was a well-to-do area our kids could grow up in. Y’all have taken that away by overdeveloping.
Verizon/Frontier Fiber Internet
Trees
Trails parks and recreation and large amount of space in West Flower Mound.
Trails around the lake
trails and parks
Trails
To get away from cookie-cutter, high density areas
The west side of flower mound has a more country feel away from all the businesses and traffic of the east side
The rural atmosphere that creates a natural environment including native plants, wildlife and a reduced density that offers a better
quality of life
The nature aspect of the town
Texas is a Red State. If the libtards succeed in turning it, I'm gone.
Taxes got to high in coppell
Space: between streets and sidewalks, then buildings; between houses; plenty of parking in a lot; controlled traffic flow.
small town feel without commercialisation
Sister's family lived here
School district
Quiet due to open space, many proven scientific benefits of trees - health benefits, masking noise pollution,
https://nph.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ppp3.39
proximity to family members living in the area
Pride in living in a unique area that doesn't exist anywhere else and that many people covet.
Open concept master plan. We need to slow development. Don’t want to be another ugly strip mall Plano.
Only considered West side because of rural atmosphere
On the west side I love the country feel.
On the lake community.
neighbors
my family were early settlers and this is a town with many deep family ties
Low tax rate
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Low density housing
Low crime rate
Lot size with many trees
Location within the metroplex
Larger house lots in my area creating a country atmosphere
Large lots with neighborhood access to the lake trails.
Lake Grapevine
Lake and trail system
It was not like the North Dallas suburbs and Irving. We moved from Grand Prairie after the quality of life went downhill because of the
lousy development
In 1990 smaller lots were available and affordable.
I’m actually shocked at how unkind Flower Mound residents are in their Facebook groups. I think the town should work to educate adults
on how to leave kids alone and stop recording them and posting their videos online to complain about behavior. It’s epidemic. I never saw
that in Plano cause the city is big enough that the proportion of kids to adults is much smaller so people don’t even think about them. The
FM community is comparatively quite ugly but hopefully changing rapidly.
I was raised here
I really love ornery old people and over-involved 'experts' barking about how everyone else should be living. really. I love it.
I grew up here in the 80s, 90s
Horse farms and ranches nearby
Home orice
Great place to retire, close to medical prof/facilities.
Family nearby
Family
Country living option adjacent to larger town/city amenities.
Conservation area and limitations on space that needs to be preserved
close proximity to the airport
Be closer in proximity to family
Access to the lake and trails
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APPENDIX B – Images
Question 6 – Related Image from Survey
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Question 13 – Related Image from Survey
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